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Abstract There are many passive energy dissipating
devices designed to dissipate earthquake energy in a
structure. Metallic yielding dampers is one of these devices
which are very efficient as they dissipate seismic input
energy through hysteretic behavior. This research used
ETABS software to analyze the performance of three
metallic yielding dampers; X-shaped damper, Double
X-Shaped and Comb Teeth Damper. The storey response
data obtained from the analysis is storey shear. Each
damper has three types of material; A992 steel, A36 steel
and Aluminium. Concentrically braced steel frames with
Chevron bracing were used and the dampers were placed in
brace to beam orientation in each frame. The two types of
frames analyzed were; low rise building with five storeys
and a high rise building with twenty storeys. The site
locations for both structures were in the region of
California in the United States of America. The structures
were analyzed by subjecting them to two earthquakes
Loma Prieta and San Fernando as they were two of the
major earthquakes that struck California in the nineties.
Keywords

Concentrically Braced Frames, Steel
Structure, Chevron Bracing, Metallic Yielding Dampers,
Energy Dissipation, Time History Analysis, ETABS

1. Introduction
Traditionally, structures were over designed to resist
dynamic forces, as such given off from a seismic activity.
These structures would be high in stiffness and strength. So
during a seismic activity they would absorb this energy and
then deform beyond their elastic limit. Nowadays structural
protective systems are designed to prevent this from
happening. These modern structural protective systems can
be divided into three parts. They are seismic isolation,
passive energy dissipation and semi active and active
systems. [1]
This study has considered passive energy dissipation
technique of metallic yielding dampers. The other types of

passive energy dissipation devices are Friction dampers,
Viscoelastic dampers, Tuned mass dampers and Tuned
liquid dampers. These devices absorb the energy from the
seismic activity and therefore reduce the dissipation of
energy throughout the structure. They do not require an
external power source and also cannot add energy to the
structural system.

2. Hysteretic Damping Mechanism
Hysteresis loops are a sequence of loops in the
force-displacement or resistance-deformation relationship.
These are created due to successive loadings and unloading
on structures. Cyclic characteristics of ground motion are
considered to be the cause of these loading and unloading.
When a structure is affected by a severe earthquake, the
deformations experienced are beyond the elastic range.
These inelastic deformations depend on the magnitude of
the earthquake and also the load-deformation
characteristics of the structure.
Hysteresis loops are used to measure the structure’s
capacity to dissipate energy. The structural stiffness and
yield displacement determines the shape and orientation of
the loop. Hysteretic behavior is affected by factors like
structural system, structural material and type of
connection [1].

Figure 1. Bouc Wen’s Plasticity Model
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In this research, metallic yielding devices that absorb
energy through hysteresis were connected to the chevron
bracings and the frame. The modeling of these devices
were done in the panel zone using ETABS PLASTIC1
property that is based on the hysteretic uniaxial plasticity
behavior proposed by Wen [1976] (Figure 1). [1]

3. Metallic Yielding Dampers (MYD)
The mechanism used by metallic yielding dampers to
dissipate energy from a seismic activity is through
hysteretic behavior which occurs during the plastic
deformation of metallic components. This was first
proposed by Kelly in 1972. A larger amount of the
vibration energy is absorbed by the yielding of metallic
structures. They are placed at selected locations of the main
structure and as they are not embedded to the main
structure, therefore replacement after a large seismic event
is easier [2]. These damping devices must have the suitable
characteristics like adequate elastic strength and stiffness
so that the device does not reach inelastic region under
service loads. The other characteristics include having a
good capability to dissipate energy and a resistance to low
cycle fatigue.
The effectiveness of the yielding devices in improving
the earthquake resistance of a structure depends on the
proper selection of the parameters governing their behavior.
The results of numerical and analytical investigations have
revealed that the key parameters involved in the design of
these dampers are: the ratios of bracing stiffness to device
stiffness, brace-device assemblage stiffness to device
stiffness, and assemblage stiffness to that of the
corresponding storey [2].

4. Added Damping and Stiffness
(ADAS)
Added damping and stiffness devices were first studied
by Whittaker. This device has a number of X-shaped plates.

The two ADAS devices that are analyzed in this study are
X-shaped damper and Double X-shaped metallic damper.
These shapes make sure that yielding occurs over the entire
length of the device. ADAS devices improved the behavior
of the main structure by increasing its stiffness, increasing
its strength and its ability to dissipate energy [3].
ADAS have some advantages: they do not require
sophisticated technology to get produced, they can easily
be integrated into structures, and they show a stable
behavior under the effect of the earthquake, as well as
environmental factors (temperature, humidity) which do
not affect their performance. These dampers are usually
mounted in a frame of a bracing system. After the
earthquake, they can easily be replaced for the
reinforcement of the structure for future earthquakes [4].
The equations used to determine the required parameters
are given below:
The initial elastic stiffness:

The yield force:

𝐾𝐾𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = 𝑛𝑛 �
𝐹𝐹𝑦𝑦 = 𝑛𝑛 �

2𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑡𝑡 3
3ℎ3

𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦 𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡 2
2ℎ

�

�

(1)

(2)

Where n is the number of plates which compose the
ADAS system, b is the width of the plates, h the height of
the plates and E the elasticity modulus of the material. [5]
4.1. X-shaped Metallic Damper
This has properties like large initial stiffness and high
bearing capability. But experimental results have shown
that stress concentrates in the center and the corner of the
damper and experiments have also shown that bending
deformation is less than stress deformation [5]. But this is
the basic type of ADAS damper and we will be using this
as the norm of our analysis. Figure 2(a) shows the basic
geometry of a X-shaped damper while Figure 2(b) shows
the hysteresis diagrams obtained from the studies done by
Li & Li, 2007.

(a)
(b)
Figure 2. (a) X-shaped metallic damper (b) Hysteretic curves of X-shaped metallic damper (Li & Li, 2007)
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4.2. Double X-shaped Metallic Damper
This type of damper was first proposed by Li and Li in 2008. The geometrical shape and the hysteresis curve for this is
shown in Figure 3(a) and Figure 3(b) respectively. From the experiments they concluded that this damper has both large
initial stiffness and energy dissipating capability. The double X shape makes it more resistant to buckling. [5]

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. (a) Double X-shaped metallic damper; (b) Hysteretic curves of Double X-shaped metallic damper (Li & Li, 2007)

5. Comb-teeth Damper
Comb teeth damper is a newly introduced yielding damper, which dissipates energy through in-plane flexural yielding
of its teeth [6]. Figure 4(a) shows a comb teeth damper installed in a Chevron bracing while the typical geometry of a
comb teeth damper is shown in Figure 4(b) .The teeth or the links do not connect to each other at one end of the damper
therefore each link controls their own axial and lateral deformations. They dissipate energy through flexural yielding.

Figure 4. A typical comb teeth damper in a frame (Garivani et al., 2016)

An individual link [Figure 4(c)] connects to a T-shape section or a plate at the top, along with other individual links. At
the other end, where the links connect to the braces, a steel plate is provided. The holes used are vertically aligned slotted
holes. This is because standard holes hinder vertical displacement at the link ends and causes axial elongation when the
damper deforms under shear load. Under reversing load histories axial compression occurs and results in bucking and
failure of the links. This characteristic reduces stiffness, damping, strength and energy dissipation capacity. As there is no
connection to each other at one end, the links act in parallel and each link goes through in-plane shear force when a lateral
deformation is applied to the frame [6]. Figure 5 shows a few hysteretic loops of several comb teeth dampers.
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Figure 5. Hysteretic behavior of several comb teeth dampers (Garivani et al., 2016)

The elastic stiffness of an individual link is found by the
following equation, [6]
𝐾𝐾𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒 =

𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝜆𝜆3

(3)

3

ℎ2

Where t is plate thickness; h is the height of the link; E is
elastic modulus; λ is a constant
And also its yield strength, fy, can be calculated as below,
σy is the material yield stress;
2

(4)

𝑓𝑓𝑦𝑦 = 𝑡𝑡𝜆𝜆2 𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦
3

6. Different Materials Used for MYDS
6.1. Aluminium 6061-T6; 6061-T651
The shear yielding of aluminium had been found to be
very ductile and very large inelastic deformations are
possible without tearing or buckling [7]. The low yield
strength of aluminium in shear allows the use of thicker
webs which further reduces the chances of web buckling.
The yielding in shear mode maximizes the material
participating in plastic deformation without excessive
localized strains. Table 1 shows the mechanical properties
of Aluminium.

properties are shown in Table 2. Its best applied where
there is need for more strength per unit of weight. This
structural steel alloy is typical used for wide flange and I
beams. It has a high material ductility as it has a high yield
to tensile strength ratio and is resistant to atmospheric
corrosion [8].
Table 2. Mechanical Properties of A992 steel
Physical Properties

Value of Property

Ultimate Tensile Strength

450 MPa

Tensile Yield Strength

345-450 MPa

Elongation at Break

21 % and over

6.3. Mild Yield Steel: A36 Steel
As the dampers are passive to seismic input they should
fail before any other component of the main structure does.
Therefore using low yield steel is the best option for
damping devices. For a large earthquake the device is
going to undergo great repeated deformations in the plastic
region. This shows that the device needs to be made of a
material that has excellent elongation and low cycle fatigue
characteristics.[8] The mechanical properties of A36 steel
are shown below in Table 3.
Table 3. Mechanical Properties of A36 Steel
Physical Properties

Value of Property

Value of Property

Ultimate Tensile Strength

400-550 MPa

Ultimate Tensile Strength

310 MPa

Tensile Yield Strength

250 MPa

Tensile Yield Strength

276 MPa

Elongation at Break

250

Elongation at Break

12%

Table 1. Mechanical Properties of Aluminium 6061-T6; 6061-T651
Physical Properties

6.2. High Yield Steel: A992 Steel
A992 is a high strength, low alloy steel. Its mechanical

7. Base Frame Modeling
The site location for this study was chosen as Los

Civil Engineering and Architecture 6(2): 41-53, 2018

Angeles, California. Throughout the study 5 storey and 20
storey ordinary base frames was analyzed. Chevron
bracing (inverted V-braces with vertical slotted
connections) was selected. Chevron bracing has slotted
connections provide only horizontal load transfer from the
braces to the beam therefore the vertical components of the
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brace loads become equal. Thus the brace loads are
governed by the buckling resistance of the compression
brace and not the member tensile strength. Also, vertical
load transfers to the beam are also avoided [9].
The seismic design parameters taken for this study are
given in Table 4 below:

Table 4. Seismic design Parameters (ASCE 7-10)
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Design Parameters
Symbol
Response modification coefficient for steel ordinary concentrically braced frames (Table 12.2-1 from ASCE 7-10)
R
Over strength factor for steel ordinary concentrically braced frames (Table 12.2-1 from ASCE 7-10)
Ω
Deflection amplification factor Steel ordinary concentrically braced frames (Table 12.2-1 from ASCE 7-10)
Cd
Seismic importance factor for building with substantial risk to human life in event of failure (Table 1.5-2 from ASCE 7-10)
I
Mapped MCER, 5 percent damped, spectral response acceleration parameter at short period based on the site location
Ss
(Section 11.4.1 of ASCE 7-10)
Mapped MCER, 5 percent damped, spectral response acceleration parameter at a period based on the site location (Section
S1
11.4.1 of ASCE 7-10)
Long-Period transition period based on the site location (Section 11.4.5 of ASCE 7-10)
TL
Soil type of the location site class C used for very dense soil or soft rock. (Section 11.4.2 of ASCE 7-10)
SC

Value
3.25
2
3.25
1.25
2.042g
0.843g
8
C

The assignment of loads along with gravity loads were done according to ASCE 7-10. The ASCE 7-10 linear static load
of 1.2D ± 0.5L ±1.0E was used where D= Dead Load, L= Live Load & E= Earthquake Load. Table 5 shows the
characteristics of frames that were designed.
Table 5. Characteristics of the frame

Frame Name Building Type

No. of Stories

No. of Bays

Bay Size Storey Height

Dead Load

Live Load

CB05

Office

05

3

24ft

15ft (base)
12ft

Self-Weight + 60psf

50psf

CB20

Office

20

3

24ft

15ft (base)
12ft

Self-Weight + 60psf

50psf

Material
Al
A36
A992
Al
A36
A992

ETABS 2013 software was used for the modelling and analysis of the above mentioned frames. Figures 6 and 8 shows
the two base frames (5 storey and 20 storey) with section properties while Figure 7 shows load assignments, with Chevron
bracing.

Figure 6. Structural model for 5-storey building
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7. Load distribution on 5-storey building (a) Dead load (b) Live load

(a)

(b)
Figure 8. Structural model for 20-storey building

Civil Engineering and Architecture 6(2): 41-53, 2018
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8. Application of Seismic Ground Motion
Time history data was applied after finishing the base modeling process. The time history data was obtained from
Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research (PEER) database (Table 6). These data was then converted to response
spectrum curves by Fast Fourier transformation. This conversion was done using PRISM computer software. Then time
histories were scaled to meet the requirement of the design spectrum according to ASCE 7-10.
Table 6. Earthquake Data (PEER, 2015)
Earthquake Name

Year

Magnitude

PGA

Frequency (Hz)

Label

Loma Prieta

1989

6.93

0.2435g

0.4-1.0

LP

San Fernando

1971

6.60

1.25g

11.23

SF

To calculate the period of the structure the following equation was used;
(6)

𝑇𝑇 = 𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡 ℎ𝑛𝑛𝑥𝑥

Values for coefficient Ct=0.02 and x=0.75 values and hn is the structural height. These values were obtained according
from ASCE 7-10 for moment resist frame systems. Table 7 shows the values obtained from the above equation.
Table 7. Time periods for 5 and 20 storey frames
5 Storey

20 Storey

T

0.2T

1.5T

T

0.2T

1.5T

0.447

0.089

0.671

1.231

0.246

1.846

9. Application of Dampers to the Base Frame
Each damper; X-shaped, Double X-shaped and Comb teeth damper, was applied to each of the designed brace frames.
To do this ETABS was provided with stiffness and yielding parameters of each damper type. Initially, link elements
(nonlinear dynamic properties) were defined. Then, to assign dampers, panel zones were used. The time history functions
were applied to each case and analyzed by ETABS.
Damper properties like effective stiffness and yield force for each material; A992 steel, A36 steel and aluminium were
calculated and input in ETABS when the link elements were defined. Each property was calculated for different number
of plates. This information is given Tables 8, 9 and 10.

10. Calculated Non-linear Damper Properties
Effective stiffness and yield force for each damper type for three types of material was calculated according to the
equations mentioned. The number of plates for each damper was varied in order to observe its effect to the performance of
the damper. Tables 8, 9 and 10 give the calculated non-linear damper properties for X-shaped, DX-shaped and comb teeth
damper respectively.
Table 8. Calculated Effective and Yield force Values (X-Shaped damper)
Non-Linear Property

A992

A36

Aluminium

5 plates

8 plates

10 plates

5 plates

8 plates

10 plates

5 plates

8 plates

10 plates

Damper Name

X-5-A992

X-8-A992

X-10-A992

X-5-A36

X-8-A36

X-10-A36

X-5-AL

X-8-AL

X-10-AL

Effective Stiffness (N/mm)

8533.3

13653.6

17066

8533.3

13653.6

17066

2939.75

4703.6

5879

Yield Force (N)

27600

44160

55200

20000

32000

40000

22080

35328

44160

Table 9. Calculated Effective and Yield force Values (DX-Shaped damper)
Non-Linear Property
Damper Name

A992
5 plates

8 plates

A36
10 plates

5 plates

8 plates

Aluminium
10 plates

5 plates

8 plates

10 plates

DX-5-A992 DX-8-A992 DX-10-A992 DX-5-A36 DX-8-A36 DX-10-A36 DX-5-AL DX-8-AL DX-10-AL

Effective Stiffness (N/mm)

8533.3

13653.6

17066

8533.3

13653.6

17066

2939.75

4703.6

5879

Yield Force (N)

27600

44160

55200

20000

32000

40000

22080

35328

44160
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Table 10. Calculated Effective and Yield force Values (CT damper)
Non-Linear Property

A992

A36

Aluminium

3 plates

5 plates

8 plates

3 plates

5 plates

8 plates

3 plates

5 plates

8 plates

Damper Name

CT-3-A992

CT-5-A992

CT-8-A992

CT-3-A36

C -5-A36

CT-8-A36

CT-3-AL

CT-5-AL

CT-8-AL

Effective Stiffness (N/mm)

35007

58345

93352

35007

58345

93352

12060

20100

32160

Yield Force (N)

42261

70435

112696

30624

51040

81664

33810

56350

90160

11. Results and Discussion
11.1. Five Storey Analysis
The storey shear graphs obtained for the 5 storey frame for Loma Prieta and San Fernando earthquakes respectively for
X-shaped damper DX-shaped damper and Comb teeth damper are shown below in Figures 9, 10 and 11. The 5 storey
frame without any dampers was also analyzed under the time histories to understand how the dampers work. This is
shown from the dotted line in the graph.

(a)

(b)
Figure 9. Shear displacement graphs for X-shaped damper under (a) Loma Prieta (b) San Fernando excitation

Civil Engineering and Architecture 6(2): 41-53, 2018

(a)

(b)
Figure 10. Shear displacement graphs for DX damper under (a) Loma Prieta (b) San Fernando excitation

(a)
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(b)
Figure 11. Shear displacement graphs for Comb teeth damper under (a) Loma Prieta (b) San Fernando excitation

The above analysis results shows that both ADAS and Comb teeth dampers performed poorly when subjected to a low
frequency earthquake, like the Loma Prieta earthquake. Previous studies have shown that low rise buildings are not
greatly affected by low frequency earthquakes. This is due to the phenomenon known as resonance. Therefore, the reason
for both dampers to show reduced performance, when subjected to the Loma Prieta excitation, is due to the insignificant
motion of the building failing to activate the dampers.
When compared to the results from the Loma Prieta excitation, the results from the San Fernando excitation show better
performance of both damper types. The displacement graphs above clearly show the dampers responding very well to San
Fernando excitation in contrast to Loma Preita. The storey shear values of the frames with the dampers have a lesser value
compared to the storey shear values of the frame without any dampers.
When discussing the results from the three types of materials; both ADAS type dampers and comb teeth damper made
from aluminium show better performance than dampers made from A992 and A36 steel. ADAS dampers with higher
number of plates have a better performance. It can also be seen that the performance of the dampers are higher for comb
teeth dampers with less number of teeth.
11.2. Twenty Storey Analysis
Same as the 5 storey analysis the same time histories were applied to a 20 storey frame. Storey shear graphs were
obtained for X-shaped damper, DX-shaped damper and Comb teeth damper (Figure 12, 13, 14). Here too, a 20 storey
frame without any dampers was analyzed under the time histories to understand how the dampers work.

(a)

Civil Engineering and Architecture 6(2): 41-53, 2018

(b)
Figure 12. Shear displacement graphs for X-shaped damper under (a) Loma Prieta (b) San Fernando excitation

(a)

(b)
Figure 13. Shear displacement graphs for DX damper under (a) Loma Prieta (b) San Fernando excitation
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(a)

(b)
Figure 14. Shear displacement graphs for Comb teeth damper under (a) Loma Prieta (b) San Fernando excitation

The results for twenty storey analysis compliments the
results obtained from the five storey analysis. Here, it can
be seen that the dampers do not perform well under San
Fernando excitation. This is because high frequency
earthquakes do not affect high rise buildings severely. High
rise buildings are most affected by low frequency
earthquakes therefore the frame’s motion is sufficient to
activate the dampers. Both damper types show better
performance under Loma Prieta excitation, which has a
low frequency. The storey shear values shown in the above
graphs confirm this statement.
Same as in the five storey analysis ADAS dampers with
10 and 8 plates shows better performance than the dampers
with 5 plates. The performance of ADAS dampers made of
steel; A992 and A36, showed better performance than
dampers made of aluminium.
Comb teeth dampers with less number of teeth shows
better performance than the ones with more. Compared to
the performance shown by steel comb teeth damper, comb
teeth dampers made from aluminium shows better

performance.

12. Conclusions
In conclusion, the analyses done for 5 storey and 20
storey shows that both ADAS and Comb teeth dampers
perform well when subjected to both high frequency and
low frequency earthquakes. ADAS dampers made from
steel performed better than the other ADAS dampers. For
the two ADAS type dampers the performance level was
high for higher number of plates.
Comb teeth dampers made from aluminium showed
better results than dampers made from steel. It was
observed that the number of teeth affected the performance
of these dampers. The lesser the number of teeth, the better
the performance will be.
Since the geometry and the yielding parameters of the
two damper types; ADAS and Comb teeth are different
from each other, it would be difficult and unfair to compare
each other.
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Earthquake Engineering Research Center, University of
California at Berkeley.

From this research we understood that both dampers
work efficiently under seismic activity. As from the
previous researches done for ADAS, this research too
proves its efficiency. Coupled with its manufacturing
easiness, ADAS dampers can be further researched to
achieve higher performance levels. Compared to ADAS
dampers, Comb teeth dampers are a quite new introduction.
So this research looks into its performance as well and any
future research can develop from the results obtained.
Overall conclusion is that both dampers are efficient and
shows great promise in making structures safer from
seismic activity in the future.

[6] Garivani, S., Aghakouchak, A. A., & Shahbeyk, S. (2016).
Numerical and experimental study of comb-teeth metallic
yielding dampers. International Journal of Steel Structures,
16(1), 177-196.
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Abstract Unconfined compressive strength (UCS) is
very significant parameters to evaluate the strength
property of soil. In laboratory, it requires machinery and
effort to determine UCS. Therefore, to predict UCS of
organic soil stabilized by Palm Oil Fuel Ash-Ordinary
Portland Cement (POFA-OPC) at less time and less cost
for additive selection percentage the prediction model can
simplify the selection of additives percentage by reducing
the random selection of additives percentage and its
disadvantageous results. As a result of that, the use of the
prediction model eliminates the arbitrary selection of
design mixes and its associated disadvantages. This paper
is a continuous to previous publication by authors on the
application of Scheffe’s theory to predict resilient modulus
however, this paper focused on the implementation of
Scheffe’s regression theory to develop mathematical model
to predict UCS based on proposed mix proportions. The
mixes were developed analytically from previous adopted
rations of additives. The materials were characterized and
investigated for the primary properties then the samples of
POFA –OPC additives were prepared for the size of 70mm
diameter and 140 height. 25 samples were designed and
characterized for each mix proportion based on the UCS in
28 days curing. The Results of observed values from
laboratory analysis are used to develop the mathematical
model. In addition to that, the model was statistically
scrutinized and confirmed for the adequacy and validity
using f-test. The results showed that, the model is verified
and adequate to predict UCS for any random POFA-OPC
additives percentage.
Keywords

Palm Oil Fuel Ash, Unconfined
Compressive Strength, Mathematical Prediction Model

1. Introduction
Mathematical prediction models are very crucial in the
area of civil engineering especially in laboratory works
because they help minimize time and cost to find the
properties of mixes and determine the optimum amount of
additives. In the area of soil modification with
by-products, it is necessary to decide the percentage of
additives that could provide better soil properties. [1].
Unconfined Compressive strength (UCS) is significant
parameter to judge the strength and resistance of soil to
lateral and vertical loads. In order to obtain the UCS for
any hybrid it requires enormous effort and machinery.
Several prediction and optimization mathematical
polynomials have emerged in the applications of concrete
and soil stabilizations to do away with these issues. Of
these polynomial regression models, Scheffe [2] has
developed a polynomial equation to be used for
optimization to find the optimum content of any factor or
materials in additives for experiments with different mixes
based on regression theory.
Scheff’s [2] equation has been implemented in the
prediction of UCS for concrete but not in soil property
modification. According to study by Mbadike and Osadeb
[3], the equation was used to determine the optimum value
of UCS in concrete. In addition to that Onwuka et al. [4],
has used Scheffe’s theory to predict the mix ratios for most
economical and durable concrete. In another study by
Okere et al. [5], it was implemented to determine the
optimum concrete cost. Gamil & Bakar [6] have
implemented Scheffe’s theory to predict Resilient
Modulus for mixes used in road construction.
Palm oil industry is one of the mainstay incomes to the
progression of Malaysian economy. It has grown
remarkably over the past 10 years. However, there are
many adverse triggered as a results of the industry
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expansion. One of these results is the huge amount of
waste generated from palm oil mills. Palm Oil Fuel Ash
(POFA) is considered one of the major effluents which are
normally discharged to particular landfills. POFA has
been to show significant chemicals and is a major
pollutant to soil.
In Term of statistics, palm oil accounts for 20% and
46% of the global oil and fats production trade
respectively [7]. Malaysia is considered as the second
largest producer and trading exporter of palm oil with
approximate amount of 50% of the world share production
and 61% of exports [8]. The expansion of oil palm
plantings in Malaysia during the past 41 years has been
phenomenal and remarkable [7]. From a mere 55000
hectares in 1960, the oil palm planted area had expanded
to 3.5 million hectares by 2001, occupying 60% of the
agricultural land in the country. The rapid expansion in oil
palm cultivation resulted in a corresponding increase in
palm oil production from less than 100,000 tons in 1960
to 11.8 million tons in 2001. In 2005, the total area of
palm cultivation was 4 million hectares [7]. According to
the European report of palm oil statistics [9], the oil palm
plantation area in Malaysia reached 5 million hectares an
increase of 3.0% from 4.85 million hectares in 2011.
In spite of all the advantages of palm oil, there are
many disadvantages resulted from palm oil industries
which include the huge amount of waste generated from
the process of oil production. The waste generated from
oil production can have several forms and types based on
the level of temperature implied and POFA is an ash
generated in the mill in the form of dust or ash. This waste
can be used as stabilization additives and fills for soil
[10].
In many studies POFA is considered as by-product
materials generated from palm oil mills and may have
negative impact to the environment if disposed in landfills
[11]. The process of its production is initially from the
burning of oil shells in the boiler of factories [12]. It is
approximated that, 5% of the waste is considered for
POFA [13]. It was stated that, in every 100 tons of fresh
oil fruit, approximately 7 tons of fiber are produced and
20 tons of nut shells are generated. In Malaysia 60 million
of tons the total solid wastes were generated annually [14].
This large quantity creates huge problem of disposal [15].
In many countries POFA is dumped into landfills without
any profitable returns [16]. The environment has been
affected due to the expansion of landfills to accommodate
the tremendous amount of POFA disposal [17]. Therefore,
it attracted researchers to study its properties and positive
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returns toward using in concrete and soil stabilizations to
replace raw materials such as OPC and fillers [18].
POFA has been used in many applications in
construction and soil stabilization. It was proven that,
POFA exhibit as Pozzolanic materials in which it can be
used as binder or filler in concrete [13, 19, 20].Likewise,
POFA contains high percentage of silica oxide which can
react with calcium hydroxide (Ca(OH)2) generated from
the hydration process; and the pozzolanic reactions
produce more calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H) gel
compound as well as reducing the amount of calcium
hydroxide [21, 22]. It was demonstrated by Phani Kumar et
al. [23], POFA can reduce plasticity of expansive soil and
the free swelling index has been reduced by the addition of
POFA. In addition to that, POFA was used to stabilize sot
soil such as clayey soil and reduced the plasticity index of
clay, decreased the moisture content, increased the dry
density of clay and also increased the UCS [24].
Organic soil is a type of soil that contains organic
matters and mostly exists in nature due to the
decomposition of plants and animals overtime
[25].Farnham et al.[26], described organic soil as fibrous
or amorphous according. It is an acidic and usually has pH
value less than 5 in addition to that, it possesses low bulk
density, low bearing capacity of strength and higher water
contents [27]. It is also prescribed as expansive soil [28].
Organic soils accommodate large areas around the world
and replacing it with other type of soil can cost higher and
yield to negative impact to the environment. Therefore, it
requires more treatments to modify its initial properties to
be used as construction materials. This study is focused on
the stabilization of organic planation soil stabilized with
POFA and OPC. In addition to that, the mathematical
prediction model will be used to predict the UCS and the
percentage of additives required to achieve certain strength
of stabilized soil. The developed mix is aimed to be used in
road construction.

2. Study Methodology
The method adopted in this study is divided into three
phases. At the outset, developing mix design of the
materials then carrying out experimental work to
determine the basic properties of additives. The third
phase is developing the mathematical model analytically.
Figure 1 shows the sequential research methods adopted
to conduct this study.
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Figure 1. Methodological Study Process

Materials used in this study are collected from different
sites in Malaysia. POFA was collected from Kluang in the
state of Johor. Laterite gravel was collected from Bukit
Nanning quarry in Muar. The organic soil was collected
from Ulu Tiram, Johor Bahru where the site is nearby
newly constructed road in the form of disturbed samples’
in this study has been treated by heating it for an hour
under 500oC to remove the access carbon which may
results negatively in the reactivity analysis.
The experimental work was carried out in accordance to
standards and term of references. The samples were
prepared in the laboratory and cured for 28 days and
examined for UCS. The standard procedures are based on
ASTM D2166 / D2166M - 13 Standard Test Method for
Unconfined Compressive Strength [29]. The sample size
is 70mm diameter and height of 140mm. The total number
of sample was 25 in which prepared using similar
compaction energy.

3. Experimental and Analytical Design
Experimental design is used to develop hybrid of
different parameters. In this study, the main materials are
POFA, organic soil, laterite gravel and water. The
percentages of each material are described in this section.
However, analytical design is used to imply Scheffe's
techniques to develop the proportions of experimental
mixes.
Prior to that, to embrace the utilization of Scheffe's
techniques in enhancement display. A simplex grid is
produced to be as basic portrayal of lines joining the

particles of blend which is compelled with the hypothetical
findings which implies the qualities must be inside the
variable space for a trial and outside the component space
for confirmations of the created indication. Consequently,
the particles are constituent segments of the blend. The
constituent components of this model are POFA, Soil,
Laterite rock and OPC. In any case, it gives a simplex of a
blend of four segments. However, the simplex cross section
of these four parts blend is three-dimensional strong
equilateral tetrahedron. In a condition of Scheffe’s method
[2], the components are subjected to the constraint that the
sum of all the components must be equal to “one” which
means:
𝑥𝑥1 + 𝑥𝑥2 + 𝑥𝑥3 + 𝑥𝑥4 + ⋯ … … . . 𝑥𝑥𝑞𝑞
∑𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖

=1

(1)
(2)

Where:
“q” is the number of components of mixture
“Xi” is the proportion of the ith components in the
mixture which elaborates the weights in this context.
It is important to do a change from real to pseudo
segments real blend to build up the model since the total
of the blend part should be one. Hence, the actual
components represent the proportion of the ingredients
based in the theoretical constraints while the pseudo
components represent the proportion of the components of
the ith components in the mixture i.e. X1, X2, X3, X4. In
any case, it must consider the four-part blend tetrahedron
simplex cross section, let the vertices of this tetrahedron
(foremost arranges) be depicted by A1, A2, A3, A4.
The resulting random mixes are developed based on
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previous practicing manual and literatures which are
arranged for the vertices of the tetrahedron in Fig. 2. The
developed mixes are a 4*4 matrix which can be developed
to experimentally design the mixes.
Ai :( POFA: Soil: Laterite Gravel: Cement); {A1 :( 0.04:
1: 0.1: 0.04)}, {A2 :( 0.024: 1: 0.15: 0.036)}, {A3 :( 0.012:
1: 0.2: 0.028)}, {A4 :( 0.004: 1: 0.3: 0.016)}
Figure 2 shows a vertices that represents the actual
proportions of mix design which was developed based on
previous literatures but if the mix is summed up the
results will be more than 1 which doesn’t satisfy Scheffe’s
condition therefore to make a pseudo representation figure
3 is developed to represent the actual mixes in which the
summation is equals one then Scheffe’s theory condition
is fulfilled.
To precede the analytical procedure let X denotes the
pseudo components and Z denotes actual components then,
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for the processes of converting pseudo to actual use the
following equations by Scheffe’s:
[𝒁𝒁] = [𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨]

(3)

Where, A is a matrix whose components are of arbitrary
mix proportions. Then to find “A” Z and X must be
known then “A” is the inverse of the matrix.
“X” is selected from the pseudo representations in
Figure 3, “Z” represent the matrix in Figure 2.
Then, by expanding equations (3) the actual
components of Z will be determined respectively. Table 1
shows the corresponding values of pseudo and actual.
Where Yi represents the developed matrices from the
pseudo and actual lattices however Ci represents the
Control Points Calculated within the factor space and Cij
represents Control points calculated outside the factor
space.

Figure 2. Vertices of Lattice (Represent Actual)

Figure 3. Vertices of Simplex Lattice (Represent Pseudo)
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Table 1. Pseudo Component with Corresponding Actual Component Values Where: Actual (Zi) and Pseudo (Xi) components
No of mix

X1

X2

X3

X4

Response

Z1

Z2

Z3

Z4

1

1

0

0

0

Y1

0.04

1

0.1

0.04

2

0

1

0

0

Y2

0.024

1

0.15

0.036

3

0

0

1

0

Y3

0.012

1

0.2

0.028

4

0

0

0

1

Y4

0.004

1

0.3

0.016

5

0.5

0.5

0

0

Y12

0.032

1

0.125

0.038

6

0.5

0

0.5

0

Y13

0.026

1

0.15

0.034

7

0.5

0

0

0.5

Y14

0.022

1

0.2

0.028

8

0

0.5

0.5

0

Y23

0.018

1

0.175

0.032

9

0

0.5

0

0.5

Y24

0.014

1

0.225

0.026

10

0

0

0.5

0.5

Y34

0.008

1

0.25

0.022

Control Points Calculated within the factor space
11

0.5

0.25

0.25

0

C1

0.029

1

0.1375

0.036

12

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

C2

0.02

1

0.1875

0.03

13

0

0.25

0.25

0.5

C3

0.011

1

0.2375

0.024

14

0

0.25

0

0.75

C4

0.009

1

0.2625

0.021

15

0.75

0

0.25

0

C5

0.033

1

0.125

0.037

16

0

0.5

0.25

0.25

C6

0.016

1

0.2

0.029

17

0.25

0

0.5

0.25

C7

0.017

1

0.2

0.028

18

0.75

0.25

0

0

C8

0.036

1

0.1125

0.039

19

0

0.75

0.25

0

C9

0.021

1

0.1625

0.034

20

0

0.4

0.4

0.2

C10

0.0152

1

0.2

0.03

21

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

C11

0.016

1

0.2

0.027

22

0.25

0

0.25

0.5

C12

0.015

1

0.225

0.025

23

0.5

0

0.5

0

C13

0.026

1

0.15

0.034

24

0.25

0.25

0.25

0

C14

0.019

0.75

0.1125

0.026

25

0

0.5

0.5

0.25

C15

0.019

1.25

0.25

0.036

Control points Calculated outside the factor space

4. Results and Analysis
This section introduces the results of developing
prediction model to predict UCS of the hybrid.
4.1. Materials Characterization
In order to determine the effect of POFA which is used
in this study on the soil reactivity, the chemical
compositions are determined in figure 4.

in both forms treated and untreated. It is shown that POFA
exhibit high percentage of Cao and SiO2 which is
considered pozzolan materials and possess high potential
to be partial cement replacement. The large amount of
silica contributes to the cementation process when mixing
with binder such as cement. It shows the possibility of
modifying the property of POFA by removing the
excessive amount of carbons and unwanted constituents.
By referring to ASTM C-618 standard[31], it shows the
used POFA is classified as class C because the amount of
SiO2 content is between 50%-70% hence it is also
described in the relevant standard that Class C most useful
in “performance” mixes, pre-stressed applications, and
other situations where higher early strengths are important.
Moreover, it is useful in soil stabilization.
4.2. Effect of POFA to Soil Density

Figure 4. Chemical Compositions for Treated, Untreated POFA and
OPC

Figure 4 illustrates the chemical composition of POFA

Series of density tests were conducted to determine the
initial percentage of POFA content in the proposed mix.
Figure 5 shows the dry density versus POFA content it is
shown that with the increment of POFA the dry density
tends to increase from 10 % of POFA added to the soil. The
density of the mix reached its peak in between 12.5% to
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15% however it started to drop if the percentage more than
15%. The increment of POFA after the density reached its
optimum causes drop of density because the mass
decreased and the bulk density decreased too.
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4.4. Summary of Soil Properties
Table 3. Summary of Property Indexes for Natural Soil
Properties

Results

Atterberg limit

LL =30.21%., Pl=23.15%, PI=7.06%

Grain size distribution

Aperture size (mm)

Percentage finer (%)

≥9.50

100

4.75

85.73

0.075

Figure 5. POFA Content vs. Dry density

4.3. Sieve Analysis for the Soil
In this part both wet and dry sieving were carried out to
determine the gradation of soil in order to check its average
particle size.
Table 2. Wet sieving Results
Opening size (mm)

Mass retained (g)

0.425

329.9

0.075

213.6

Lost in washing over 0.075mm

156.5

However, using particle less than 0.075 to conduct the
hydrometer test based on the sedimentation process with
the reference of ASTM (C136-96a) Standard Test Method
for Particle-Size Analysis of Soils. The results are shown in
figure 6 which was basically calculated based on sieve 200
passing which is taken from sieve analysis data.

23

Particle Density

2.648

pH

6.8 pH

Average moisture content

16%

OMC

9.47%

Maximum dry density

18.55 KN/m3

Table 3 presents the primary properties indexes for the
soil, it is shown that the soil pH scale is nearly to be neutral
but less than 7 in the scale of acid hence it is not considered
acidic. Based on the past technical report developed by US
army [32], it is shown that for the soil to be reactive pH
scale has to be about 12.4 however to increase the pH of
natural soil then lime or cement has to be added to make the
soil react with the additives in order to be microstructural
reacting to improve its property in term of strength and
stiffness. The soil contains organics because it was
collected from plantation area of palm oil. In term of
Atterberg limit, the soil has small plasticity index which
refers lower water absorbent capacity, and thus the quantity
and quality of clay minerals can be characterized indirectly
and the soil is considered less cohesive. The average
moisture content was recorded after the soil was excavated
from the site and the OMC with dry density were
conducted in the laboratory.
4.5. Development of Mathematical Model
Scheffe (1985) has developed polynomial equation to be
used for laboratory optimization models. In this study, it is
used to develop prediction model for UCS. The following
is the polynomial equation developed by Scheffe (1985):
𝑌𝑌 = 𝛼𝛼1 𝑧𝑧1 + 𝛼𝛼2 𝑧𝑧2 + 𝛼𝛼3 𝑧𝑧3 + 𝛼𝛼4 𝑧𝑧4 + 𝛼𝛼12 𝑧𝑧1 𝑧𝑧2 + 𝛼𝛼13 𝑧𝑧1 𝑧𝑧3 +
(4)
𝛼𝛼14 𝑧𝑧1 𝑧𝑧4 + 𝛼𝛼23 𝑧𝑧2 𝑧𝑧3 + 𝛼𝛼24 𝑧𝑧2 𝑧𝑧4 + 𝛼𝛼34 𝑧𝑧3 𝑧𝑧4

Figure 6. Combined Sieve Analysis and Hydrometer Analysis Curves
for Soil

In which: 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 and 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗 are coefficients and Z𝑖𝑖 are the
pseudo components of blend. The Y function is the
response function at any point of observation, Zi is the
predictor and αi is the coefficient of the prediction model
equations.
Equation 4 is a polynomial formulation derived by
Scheffe. In this finding, it is used to derive its coefficient
based on analytical and experimental works. It is then
finally be implied to predict UCS for the mix proportions
thus it saves time and efforts of engineers to determine the
amount and percentage of additives added to organic soil
to results in better physical and chemical properties.
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4.6. Determination of Prediction Model Coefficients
To determine the standard coefficient of the model in
equation 4, the responses has to be observed for the first
ten mixes where Y(n) correspond to Zi(n) equation 4 can be
written in the following form:
(𝑛𝑛)

𝑌𝑌 (𝑛𝑛) = ∑ 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖 𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖

(𝑛𝑛)

+ ∑ 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖

(𝑛𝑛)

𝑧𝑧𝑗𝑗

(5)

Where 1 ≤ I ≤ j ≤ 4 and n = 1, 2, 3, …….,10.
Equation (5) can be altered in the form of matrix
�𝑌𝑌 (𝑛𝑛) � = �𝑍𝑍 (𝑛𝑛) �{𝛼𝛼}

(6)

By restructuring equation (6) then results the following
equation:
−1

{𝛼𝛼} = �𝑍𝑍 (𝑛𝑛) � �𝑌𝑌 (𝑛𝑛) �

(8)

Then, allowing the actual mixes in table 1 be
represented by Zi(n) and the corresponding fractional
portions, Zif(n) are presented in Table 4.
Table 4 demonstrates the actual mixes which were
developed based on Scheffe simplex lattice and the
corresponding fractional values which is used to continue
the mathematical calculations to determine the
coefficients in the mathematical prediction model these
values of the fractional portions Z(n) were used to develop
Z(n) matrix and the inverse of Z(n) matrix. The values of
Y(n) matrix are determined from laboratory tests from
resilient modulus and unconfined compressive strength.
With the values of the matrices Y(n) and Z(n) known, it is
easy to determine the values of the constant coefficients of
equation (5).

Table 4. Actual Mix Proportions and Their Corresponding Fractional values

Mix No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Z1
0.04
0.024
0.012
0.004
0.032
0.026
0.022
0.018
0.014
0.008
0.029
0.02
0.011
0.009
0.033
0.016
0.017
0.036
0.021
0.0152
0.016
0.015
0.026
0.019
0.019

Z2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0.75
1.25

Z3
0.1
0.15
0.2
0.3
0.125
0.15
0.2
0.175
0.225
0.25
0.1373
0.1875
0.2375
0.2625
0.125
0.2
0.2
0.1125
0.1625
0.2
0.2
0.225
0.15
0.1125
0.25

Z4
0.04
0.036
0.028
0.016
0.038
0.034
0.028
0.032
0.026
0.022
0.036
0.03
0.024
0.021
0.037
0.029
0.028
0.039
0.034
0.0288
0.027
0.025
0.034
0.026
0.036

Total of Si
1.18
1.21
1.24
1.32
1.195
1.21
1.250
1.225
1.265
1.280
1.202
1.238
1.273
1.293
1.195
1.245
1.245
1.188
1.218
1.244
1.24
1.265
1.210
0.908
1.555

Response
Y1
Y2
Y3
Y4
Y12
Y13
Y14
Y23
Y24
Y34
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
C10
C11
C12
C13
C14
C15

Z1f
3.390
1.983
0.968
0.303
2.678
2.149
1.760
1.469
1.107
0.625
2.413
1.616
0.864
0.696
2.762
1.285
1.364
3.030
1.724
1.222
1.20
1.186
2.149
2.093
1.222

Z2f
84.746
82.645
80.645
75.758
83.682
82.645
80.00
81.633
79.051
78.125
83.195
80.775
78.555
77.340
83.682
80.321
80.257
84.175
82.102
80.386
80.41
79.051
82.645
82.599
80.386

Z3f
8.475
12.397
16.129
22.727
10.460
12.397
16.00
14.286
17.787
19.531
11.423
15.145
18.657
20.302
10.460
16.064
16.051
9.470
13.342
16.077
16.10
17.787
12.397
12.390
16.077

Z4f
3.390
2.975
2.258
1.212
3.180
2.810
2.240
2.612
2.055
1.719
2.995
2.423
1.885
1.624
3.096
2.329
2.247
3.283
2.791
2.315
2.28
1.976
2.810
2.863
2.315
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Table 5. The determination of Z n matrix values based on table 2
No

Z1

Z2

Z3

Z4

Z1Z2

Z1Z3

Z1Z4

Z2Z3

Z2Z4

Z3Z4

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

3.4
2.0
1.0
0.3
2.7
2.1
1.8
1.5
1.1
0.6
2.4
1.7
0.86
0.8
2.8
1.3
1.4
3.0
1.7
1.2
1.2
1.2
2.1
2.10
1.20

84.70
82.60
80.60
75.80
83.70
82.60
80.00
81.60
79.10
78.10
83.20
80.80
78.56
77.30
83.70
80.30
80.30
84.20
82.10
80.40
80.41
79.10
82.60
82.60
80.40

8.50
12.40
16.10
22.70
10.50
12.40
16.00
14.30
17.80
19.50
11.40
15.10
18.66
20.30
10.50
16.10
16.10
9.50
13.30
16.10
16.10
17.80
12.40
12.40
16.10

3.40
3.00
2.30
1.20
3.20
2.80
2.20
2.60
2.10
1.70
3.00
2.40
1.89
1.60
3.10
2.30
2.20
3.30
2.80
2.30
2.28
2.00
2.80
2.90
2.30

288.0
165.2
80.60
22.70
226.0
173.5
144.0
122.4
87.00
46.90
199.7
137.4
67.56
61.84
234.4
104.4
112.4
252.6
139.6
96.48
96.49
94.92
173.5
173.46
96.48

28.9
24.8
16.1
6.8
28.4
26.0
28.8
21.5
19.6
11.7
27.4
25.7
16.1
16.2
29.4
20.9
22.5
28.5
22.6
19.3
19.3
21.36
26.0
26.04
19.32

11.60
6.00
2.30
0.40
8.60
5.90
4.00
3.90
2.30
1.00
7.20
4.08
1.63
1.28
8.68
2.99
3.08
9.90
4.76
2.76
2.74
2.40
5.88
6.09
2.76

720.0
1024.2
1297.7
1720.7
878.9
1024.2
1280.0
1166.9
1408.0
1523.0
948.5
1220.1
1465.9
1569.2
878.85
1292.8
1292.8
799.90
1091.9
1294.4
1294.6
1407.98
1024.2
1024.24
1294.44

288.0
247.8
185.4
91.0
267.8
231.3
176.0
212.2
166.1
132.8
249.6
193.9
148.5
123.
259.5
184.7
176.7
277.9
229.9
184.9
183.3
158.20
231.3
239.54
184.92

28.90
37.20
37.00
27.20
33.60
34.70
35.20
37.20
37.40
33.20
34.20
36.24
35.27
32.48
32.55
37.03
35.42
31.35
37.24
37.03
36.71
35.60
34.72
35.96
37.03

UCS response
kPa
1394.3
1373
1361.1
1338.6
1371.8
1381.2
1363.7
1331.8
1328.7
1321.7
1316.4
1322.6
1312.9
1343.2
1335.7
1354.7
1361.2
1326.1
1312.6
1361.2
1302.3
1309.4
1318.7
1313.9
1330.2

Table 6. The Determination of First 10 Mixes [Z n]-1 Matrix Inverse Values Based On table 5
Z1

Z2

Z3

Z4

Z1Z2

Z1Z3

Z1Z4

Z2Z3

Z2Z4

Z3Z4

95.90

100.80

283.60

79.90

-196.20

-39.30

87.70

-136.70

-18.40

-257.30

1.20

0.30

-5.80

-0.60

-2.30

-2.30

0.10

8.10

-1.50

2.90

11.80

0.90

-46.10

-0.90

-24.90

-12.30

-2.60

66.30

-3.80

11.70

-141.40

96.10

266.50

-40.70

172.90

339.70

-62.10

-786.00

103.90

51.30

-1.30

-1.30

-1.60

-0.70

2.60

1.40

-1.10

-0.70

0.80

2.00

-0.20

-0.30

-4.80

-0.90

0.60

-1.50

-0.20

5.10

-1.10

3.30

5.80

1.70

-33.20

-4.60

-7.80

-21.00

3.00

48.50

-11.80

19.50

-0.20

0.00

0.90

0.00

0.40

0.30

0.00

-1.20

0.10

-0.30

1.30

-1.00

-1.50

0.60

-1.40

-3.10

0.60

6.60

-0.80

-1.30

2.00

-0.90

-6.30

-0.30

-2.90

-4.20

0.30

11.90

-1.20

1.60

The UCS responses concedes for each blend proportion
henceforth to create expectation as shown for 10 blends
which satisfy the condition in equation (4) The UCS
responses are:

1394.3
⎡ 1373 ⎤
⎢1361.1⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢1338.6⎥
1371.8⎥
�𝑌𝑌 (𝑛𝑛) � = ⎢
⎢1381.2⎥
⎢1363.7⎥
⎢1331.8⎥
⎢1328.7⎥
⎣1321.7⎦
The coefficient values of the model are:
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14563.78
⎡−293.268⎤
⎢
⎥
−2325.9
⎢
⎥
⎢ 23691.51 ⎥
−74.4441⎥
{𝛂𝛂} = ⎢
⎢−259.835⎥
⎢−1965.22⎥
⎢ 43.98132 ⎥
⎢−179.677⎥
⎣ −423.45 ⎦
By substituting the values of α into equation 4 then the
prediction model at the response of UCS is:
𝑌𝑌 =
14563.78𝑧𝑧1 −293.268𝑧𝑧2 −2325.9𝑧𝑧3 + 23691.51𝑧𝑧4 −
74.4441𝑧𝑧1 𝑧𝑧2 − 259.835𝑧𝑧1 𝑧𝑧3 − 1965.22𝑧𝑧1 𝑧𝑧4 +
(8)
43.98132𝑧𝑧2 𝑧𝑧3 − 179.677𝑧𝑧2 𝑧𝑧4 − 423.45𝑧𝑧3

signifies that there is statistical difference between the
experimental data and data calculated from mathematical
model.
To pursue that, the samples are yet called Y(observed) from
experimental data and Y(predict) from mathematical model.
Variance is calculated by the following equation:
𝑣𝑣 2 = �

The hypothetical condition is that H0 there are no
significance differences between the observed data and
the data calculated from mathematical model however H1

(9)

� [∑(𝑌𝑌 − 𝑦𝑦)2 ]
∑ 𝑌𝑌

𝑦𝑦 =

(10)

𝑛𝑛

In which, n is the number of responses of the analysis.
According to table 7 the variances are calculated as
follows:
2
𝑣𝑣𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
=

2
𝑣𝑣𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜
=

4.7. Statistical Verification for Model Adequacy

To verify whether the mathematical model in equation
8 is adequate to be used to predict UCS, it is necessary to
run statistical test and compare the results from the
prediction model with experimental results. F-test is
common method to verify the adequacy of the model. The
following hypotheses are prescribed as follows:
H0 denotes the statistical Null Hypothesis.
H1 represents the alternative Hypothesis.

1

𝑛𝑛−1

367.925
14

= 26.28

363.67

=25.98

14

The fisher test is given by:
𝐹𝐹 =

𝐹𝐹 =

𝑣𝑣12
𝑣𝑣22

(11)

26.28
25.98

= 1.01

Referring to the F-distribution tables F0.95(14,14) = 2.48
which is higher than 1.01 therefore the null hypothesis (H0)
is not rejected and the mathematical model is considered
adequate and verified to predict UCS for mix contains
POFA-OPC additives.

Table 7. F-Test Analysis Prediction Model
Sample No

Y observed
(kPa)

Y predicted
(kPa)

Y(ob) -y(ob)
(kPa)

Y(pred) -y(pred)
(kPa)

(Y(obs) -y (obs) )2
(kPa)

(Y(pred) -y(pre) )2
(kPa)

C1

1316.40

1374.85

-11.67

12.32

136.19

151.81

C2

1322.60

1359.14

-5.47

-3.39

29.92

11.48

C3

1312.90

1329.17

-15.17

-33.36

230.13

1112.82

C4

1343.20

1372.12

15.13

9.59

228.92

92.05

C5

1335.70

1358.75

7.63

-3.78

58.22

14.27

C6

1354.70

1336.87

26.63

-25.66

709.16

658.64

C7

1361.20

1355.66

33.13

-6.87

1097.60

47.18

C8

1326.10

1399.07

-1.97

36.54

3.88

1334.95

C9

1312.60

1414.52

-15.47

51.99

239.32

2702.68

C10

1361.20

1339.83

33.13

-22.70

1097.60

515.20

C11

1302.30

1337.60

-25.77

-24.93

664.09

621.69

C12

1309.40

1353.27

-18.67

-9.26

348.57

85.66

C13

1318.70

1409.97

-9.37

47.44

87.80

2250.79

C14

1313.90

1357.22

-14.17

-5.31

200.79

28.19

C15

1330.20

1339.83

2.13

-22.70

4.54

515.20

Total

19921.10

20437.88

5136.71

10142.60

Mean

1328.07

1362.53
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5. Conclusions
This study has developed mathematical model to
predict UCS for mixes containing organic soil stabilized
by POFA POFA-OPC additives. The model was verified
statistically and has shown adequate to be used for further
investigation. This model was aimed to save time and cost
in optimizing the contents of additives and can avoid
arbitrary selection of percentages. Yet, it is suggested that
this technique can be used in many materials optimization
applications.
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Abstract In the present study, stabilization and
solidification (S/S) of the waste phosphate sludge (WPS)
using Portland cement (PC) and cement kiln dust (CKD)
was investigated. In the first place, only PC was used to
stabilize 5, 10 and 15% WPS. At a later stage, 10 and 15%
CKD were used as PC substitute to stabilize 15%WPS.
WPS contained initially 130.2 mg/L Zn and 22.6 mg/L Ni.
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (US-EPA)
landfilling limits for Zn and Ni are 4.3 mg/L and 11 mg/L,
respectively. Setting times and unconfined compressive
strength (UCS) values were measured and permeability of
selected samples was determined. TCLP (Toxicity
Characteristics Leaching Procedure) and SPLP (Synthetic
Precipitation Leaching Procedure) were applied to
determine the concentrations of Zn and Ni leached from the
mortar samples and leachate pH values were measured.
Use of the CKD as a cement substitute delayed setting
times, decreased UCS and increased leached heavy metal
concentrations. Leached Zn and Ni concentrations of the
WPS stabilized with PC and CKD following SPLP were
lower than the EPA landfilling limits. However, leached Zn
concentrations following TCLP were not compatible with
the EPA limit. Leached Ni concentrations remained lower
than the EPA limit. It was concluded that relatively low
levels of alkalies, CaO and SiO2 content of CKD negatively
affected the setting, compressive strength and leaching
characteristics.
Keywords

Kiln Dust

Immobilization, Heavy Metals, Cement

1. Introduction
Hazardous wastes are generally disposed in landfill after
reduction of their toxicity [1]. Stabilization and
solidification (S/S) process is one of the most common

technologies to treat hazardous wastes before landfilling
[2]. Portland cement (PC) is widely used as a binding agent
for S/S application to reduce toxic characteristics of waste.
Alkalinity of the PC make it suitable to fix heavy metals in
the form of hydroxides, silicates etc. compounds which are
less soluble forms of the heavy metals [3-5]. S/S process
allow the using several pozzolanic materials such as
cement kiln dust (CKD), fly ash, blast furnace slag, silica
fume etc. as a cement substitute [2,6,7]. CKD is a
by-product obtained from cement factories and thousands
tons of it are disposed annually by cement companies [8].
Several researchers focused on the effect of the CKD to
the cement hydration properties and S/S process [9-12].
Harthy et al. investigated the effect of 5-30% CKD
substitution to strength development. It was noted that
UCS results decreased with CKD replacement [11]. Alem
et al. researched the role of CKD substitution in setting
process of the cement and results showed that setting times
decreased with using of CKD [10]. Furthermore, CKD can
positively affect the hydration process and heavy metal
fixation depends upon the chemical characteristics. It was
reported that UCS results of the waste stabilized with PC
and CKD were higher than the results of waste dust
stabilized with only PC [12]. Leaching results of heavy
metals such as Cd, Cr and Pb leaching results also showed
that CKD was successful in reducing waste toxicity.
Effectiveness of the PC and CKD in S/S application are
evaluated with the setting times, permeability, UCS and
leaching tests etc. [2]. Setting time represents the beginning
of the hardening process of the cement [2,13].
Measurement of the UCS shows the ability of the stabilized
wastes to withstand overburden loads [14]. Permeability
refers to the resistance of the material to the passage of
water [15]. Leaching characteristics of the stabilized
wastes are assessed by Toxicity Characteristics Leaching
Procedure (TCLP) and Synthetic Precipitation Leaching
Procedure (SPLP) which are proposed by USEPA for
hazardous waste. TCLP and SPLP simulate landfilling
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condition and acid rain, respectively. Waste stabilized and
solidified with binder can be determined as hazardous or
non-hazardous according to concentrations of leached
heavy metals [16-18].
Bursa is one of the large industrial cities in Turkey and
automobile manufacturing is a major sector in the city.
Waste phosphate sludge (WPS) is a residue from the
phosphate coating process in automobile manufacturing
industry. It is determined as a hazardous waste according to
European Waste Catalog [19]. In one of the previous
studies phosphate coating sludge was solidified using
calcium aluminate cement [20]. It was noted that leaching
results of the 15% WPS stabilized using only PC were
higher than the EPA landfilling limits [21]. The aim of the
present study was to investigate the effectiveness of the
CKD as Portland cement substitute to reduce the toxic
heavy metal concentrations of the S/S product containing
15% WPS. Evaluation was made according to leaching
results compared to EPA landfilling limits [18].
Additionally, the influence of CKD substitution on the
setting times and UCS of the samples were reported and
discussed.

2. Experimental Work
Raw WPS was received from an automobile industry.
WPS is produced during phosphate coating process which
prevents corrosion of metal surface. WPS was dried in an
oven at 105oC for 24 hours before use. Ordinary PC was
used as a main binder and CKD was used as a PC
subsititute. The materials were obtained from the cement
factory of Bursa. Moisture of the WPS was measured with
Ohaus-MB200 machine. Specific surface areas of the WPS,
PC, and CKD were measured by the Blaine apparatus
Tonic Technic 72071. The pH values were measured using
a HACH 54650 - 18 Sension 156 pH Meter. Specific
gravity of the WPS, PC and CKD were measured by Multi
Pycnometer-Quantachrome VP/11497101401. Chemical
composition of the WPS was determined with X-Ray
Spectrophotometer XEPOS/76004814 and composition of
PC and CKD were determined with X-Ray
Spectrophotometer ARL 8660. Chemical composition and
physical properties of Portland cement, cement kiln dust
and waste phosphate sludge were given in Table 1.
Paste and mortar samples were prepared. Water-to-solid
ratio was chosen as 0.5. Rilem Cembureau Standard Sand
was used in the mortar samples according to ASTM C
778-87. Setting times of the pastes were determined using
Vicat needle apparatus. After being removed from their
molds, the mortar samples were cured by immersion in
water. Mortar samples cast in square prismatic mortar
molds with internal dimensions of (40x40x160) mm. UCS
values were determined using an ESEL ESL.25.001.B-015
250 kN compression machine after curing periods of 3, 7,
28, 56, and 90 days. Stress controlled loading speed setting

of 0.05 kN/sec was applied for compression testing.
Permeability of WPS solidified with PC was determined
according to falling-head permeability method after 28
days of cure. The mortar samples were subjected to
Toxicity Characteristics Leaching Procedure (TCLP) using
an extraction fluid with pH 2.8 at end of the 28 days.
Synthetic Precipitation Leaching Procedure (SPLP)
intended to simulate precipitation was also applied using an
extraction fluid with pH 4.2. Leachate pH values were
measured following TCLP and SPLP extractions. Leached
Zn and Ni concentrations were measured using Bausch &
Lomb ARL/3520 AES Inductively Coupled Plasma (ICP).
Table 1. Chemical composition and physical properties of Portland
cement, cement kiln dust and waste phosphate sludge
PC

CKD

WPS

CaO (%)

65.41

43.60

0.02

SiO2 (%)

20.43

12.52

0.18

Al2O3 (%)

5.71

4.16

0.59

Fe2O3 (%)

3.45

2.53

22.98

MgO (%)

0.77

0.54

0.11

P2O5 (%)

0.12

0.071

31.70

SO3 (%)

2.43

0.34

0.01

Na2O (%)

0.42

0.34

0.79

K2O (%)

0.45

0.27

0.11

Cl- (%)

0.01

0.01

0.03

LOI (%)

1.35

34.2

3.76

ZnO (%)

-

-

11.17

NiO (%)

-

-

0.58

Moisture (%)

-

-

75

13

11

3.8

pH
3

Specific gravity(g/m )

2.6

2.7

2.6

Specific surface area (cm2/g)

3416

4222

3406

3. Results and Discussion
WPS was identified as hazardous waste in the European
Waste Catalogue, with the code number of 110108 because
of the high Zn and Ni concentrations. WPS contained 75%
moisture as due to the wet conditions of phosphate coating
bath. Heavy metal content of the WPS was measured as
130.2 mg/L Zn and 22.6 mg/L Ni. To be disposed safely in
landfills according to the USEPA, Zn and Ni
concentrations of the sludge should be lower than 4.3 mg/L
and 11 mg/L, respectively [18]. Chemical composition and
physical properties of the PC, CKD and WPS were
determined. Major constituents of the PC and CKD were
CaO, SiO2, Al2O3 and Fe2O3. Alkali content of PC was
higher than the CKD’s. Furthermore, CKD has a relatively
low Na2O, K2O and SO3 content compared to the literature
values up to 1.0%, 5.9%, 16.7%, respectively [22]. Specific
gravity of the PC, CKD and WPS were similar, pH of the
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PC and CKD were higher than pH of the WPS.
3.1. Setting Times of the Paste Samples Containing
WPS, PC and CKD
Setting times were shown in Figure 1. Initial and final
setting times increased with increasing WPS content. The
results were longer than the setting times of the PC (as
reference sample without WPS) measured as 80 minutes
(initial) and 165 minutes (final). It was attributed to the
retardation effect of Zn (9.0%) and P2O5 (31.7%) content
of WPS [2,5,23].
WPS + PC + 10% CKD

WPS + PC + 15% CKD

600
400
200
0

5%

10%
WPS

Final Setting Time (Minute)

WPS + PC
1000

15%

WPS + PC + 10% CKD

WPS + PC + 15% CKD

CKD was much lower than that of reported in the literature
[2,12]. Retardation of setting process was attributed to low
alkali content of the CKD. It is known that alkali (Na2O
and K2O) salts contribute to the raise in pH, inhibit the
formation of CaSO4 and as a result, accelerate setting
process [10,24,25].
3.2. Unconfined Compressive Strength Results of the
Mortar
UCS values at the end of the 3, 7, 28, 56 and 90 curing
days are shown in Figure 2. UCS results of the mortar
samples containing 15% WPS and 85% PC were lower
than the results of the reference sample. Phosphate and zinc
precipitates which coat the surface of cement grains as a
layer might have formed, thus preventing the hardening
process [21,26,27].
UCS values of the WPS stabilized with PC and 10%
CKD as a cement substitute were not lower than the results
of WPS stabilized with only PC. However, UCS results
were decreased with increasing amount of the CKD
substitution from 10% to 15%. Retardation of setting can
affect the UCS results during the early curing ages [27].
Decreases in UCS results were attributed to lower CaO
(43.60%) and SiO2 (12.5%) content of the CKD than
content of PC (CaO: 65.4, SiO2: 20.4). It is known that
these components constitute C3S which is one of the
important phases responsible for strength development
after set [2].

800

60

600

50

400

40

200
0
5%

10%
WPS

15%

Figure 1. Setting times of the pastes containing waste phosphate sludge
(WPS), Portland cement (PC) and cement kiln dust (CKD)

Initial setting times of paste samples were increased with
using of CKD as cement substitute. Cement particles may
have been coated by not only WPS but also by CKD at the
beginning of the setting process. As a result, initial
reactions between cement particles and water retarded.
Formation of the first hydration products and then breaking
of the layer delayed. Final setting time results of the paste
sample containing 5% WPS was slightly decreased with
CKD substitution. High specific surface area of the CKD
may have contributed to acceleration of setting process by
means of increased interaction with water [2]. Furthermore,
it was thought that 5% WPS did not inhibite pozzolanic
reactions. Final setting delayed with the using CKD to
stabilize increased amount of WPS. CKD contained 0.2%
K2O and 0.3% Na2O by weight. The alkali content of the

UCS (N/mm2)

Initial Setting Time (Minute)

WPS + PC

67

Curing
Time
(Days)
90
56
28
7
3

30
20
10
0

Reference
(100% PC)

10%

0%

15%

CKD

Figure 2. Unconfined compressive strength (UCS) values of the mortar
samples

3.3. Relationship between Unconfined Compressive
Strength and Permeability
Permeability was increased while UCS was decreased
with increasing of the WPS ratios as shown in Figure 3.
Results indicated that there was an adverse relation
between UCS and permeability. 5% WPS stabilized with
PC
was
defined
as
non-permeable
material
(permeability<10-8 cm/sec) and other samples containing
10-15% WPS were defined as a semi-permeable materials.
EPA requires permeability values less than 10-7 cm/sec to
safely dispose in landfill [28]. Result of 5% WPS stabilized
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Relationship between leaching and permeability:
Relation
between leached heavy metal concentrations and
UCS (28 days)
permeability results of the WPS stabilized with only PC are
35
3,0
shown in Figure 4a (TCLP) and Figure 4b (SPLP).
30
Following TCLP and SPLP extractions, leaching of Zn and
2,5
Ni increased with increasing of the permeability. It was
25
2,0
showed that permeability of the S/S product was an
20
1,5
important factor, as it indicated transport of contaminants
15
from stabilized waste to the environment.
1,0
10
Role of CKD in heavy metal fixation: Fixation of Zn and
0,5
Ni decreased with using of CKD as a cement substitute.
5
91% Zn and 94% Ni were fixed in 15% WPS stabilized
0
0,0
15%
5%
10%
with only PC. Fixation ratios were decreased to 87% Zn
and 91% Ni with 15% CKD used as PC substitute. Leached
WPS
heavy metal concentrations increased with increasing
Figure 3. Relationship between unconfined compressive strength (UCS)
amount of CKD (Figure 5). Leached Zn concentrations
and permeability of waste phosphate sludge (WPS) solidified with
remained above the EPA landfilling limit. However, Ni
Portland cement
concentration conformed to the EPA limit. Inefficiency of
the CKD was due to its lower CaO, SiO2 and alkali content
3.4. Leaching Results of Mortar Samples
comparing with PC. Relatively low amount of alkali
components reduce formation of hydrate products which
TCLP
support high specific surface area to fixation of heavy
Permeability
Zn
Ni
metals. Furthermore, low amount of CaO and SiO2 in the
3,0
14
mixture mean that less amount of C3S phase is formed
12
2,5
which is required for Zn fixation [12,29]. In the present
study, decrease in the amount of these constituents
10
2,0
probably reduced the amounts of the hydration products,
8
WPS also might be interacted with PC-CKD reactions.
with PC was in accordance with EPA value.

-4

Permeability (x10 cm/sec)

1,5

6

1,0

4
2

0,5

0

0,0
5%

10%

15%

WPS
SPLP
Ni

Permeability

2,5

0,025

2,0

-4

Leached Zn and Ni (mg/l )

0,030

3,0

Permeability (x10 cm/sec)

0,035

Zn

0,020

1,5

0,015

1,0

0,010

0,5

0,005
0,000

0,0
5%

10%

15%

WPS

Figure 4. Relationship between heavy metal leaching following
leaching and permeability of waste phosphate sludge (WPS) solidified
with Portland cement a) TCLP b) SPLP

18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Zn
Zn Limit (EPA)

Ni
Ni Limit (EPA)

Leached Zn and Ni
(mg/l)

Leached Zn and Ni (mg/l)

UCS (N/mm2)

Permeability (x10 -4 cm/sec)

Permeability
K

0%

10%

15%

CKD
Figure 5. Zinc and nickel leached from the 15% waste phosphate sludge
solidified with Portland cement and cement kiln dust (TCLP)

TCLP and SPLP results: Leached heavy metal
concentration increased as the pH values decreased. It was
seen that the leachabilities of the metals were pH
dependent. Leachate pH following TCLP decreased from
5.2 to 4.8 when CKD used as cement substitute and the
solubility of Zn and Ni increased. Low pH values were
attributed to the relatively low alkali content of CKD.
Results indicated that PC substitution by CKD reduced the
alkaline nature of the system. Zn concentrations leached
from S/S products after SPLP extraction were not higher
than 0.2 mg/L. This value conformed with the EPA
landfilling limit.
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4. Conclusions
The following conclusions may be drawn from this
study:

Setting time prolonged as CKD ratios in the sample
increased. Possible reason of retardation was
relatively low alkali content of the CKD.

Permeability of the mortar samples increased as the
UCS decreased. It was found that the more
permeable stabilized products had lower UCS.
Also, leached Zn and Ni increased with
permeability.

UCS results were decreased with increasing CKD
substitution ratio from 10% to 15%. Lower CaO
and SiO2 content of the CKD with respect to PC
negatively affected the strength development.

Leached Zn and Ni concentrations increased with
CKD substitution.

TCLP results showed that the leached Ni
concentrations were lower than the EPA landfilling
limits. However, the leached Zn concentrations
were higher.

Leached Zn and Ni concentrations following SPLP
extraction were lower than the EPA limits.
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Abstract

National (and in some cases, state)
legislation in the United States requires prediction of
community response to aircraft noise exposure as part of
the disclosure of environmental effects of proposed
construction of airport infrastructure. Formulation of
transportation noise policy and systematic regulation of
transportation noise require similar predictions.
Historically, such predictions have been based on
dosage-response functions derived from univariate
correlational analyses in which cumulative noise exposure
serves as the sole predictor of annoyance. Such functions
typically ignore major differences in annoyance prevalence
rates in communities with similar levels of noise exposure,
and leave much of the variance in the relationship between
exposure and community response unaccounted for. More
complex regression models with additional predictor
variables can account for more variance, but are ill-suited
for regulatory purposes. A recently revised international
standard, ISO 1996-1:2016, describes a causal (rather than
correlational) prediction method known as Community
Tolerance Level (“CTL”) that addresses the limitations of
dosage-response functions derived by univariate regression
modeling. CTL-based predictions of the prevalence of a
consequential degree of aircraft noise-induced annoyance
can account for notably more variance in the relationship
between noise exposure and annoyance than univariate
regression predictions. The CTL approach also provides a
consistent rationale for defining the significance of noise
exposure, and a systematic approach to regulation of
transportation noise.

Keywords
Transportation Noise, Community
Response to Noise, Noise-induced Annoyance, Noise
Regulation, CTL

1. Objective
This tutorial describes the Community Tolerance Level

(abbreviated CTL, and represented symbolically in
mathematical expressions as Lct) approach to estimating the
prevalence of transportation noise-induced annoyance in
communities. It also distinguishes the approach, and the
dosage-response functions that it yields, from earlier,
regression-based curve fits. It further shows how CTL
analysis permits systematically-derived regulatory policy.

2. Introduction
Airports are essential elements of air transportation
networks that are frequently described by their proponents
as engines of economic development. In economic terms,
however, residential exposure to aircraft noise in airport
neighborhoods is a “negative externality”: a cost that is not
fully reflected in passenger airfares, air freight charges, and
airport operating budgets. Opportunity costs, such as
restriction of real estate development and other costs
associated with aviation-related land use zoning, in
combination with losses of property tax revenue to local
jurisdictions, are among the unintended consequences of
airport operation that are rarely reflected in airport
economic impact analyses. At smaller airports, these
economic and political costs may be so extensive that they
can challenge the assumption that aviation-related land
uses are the best and highest for planning purposes.
Informed regulation of aircraft noise exposure in the
vicinity of airports seeks to balance conflicting societal
interests in support for air transportation services on the
one hand, against interests in habitable and sustainable
residential neighborhoods on the other hand. Such
regulation requires an answer to the question “How much
noise is too much noise?” A simplistic answer to the
question is often expressed in the form of a single, fixed
threshold of “significance” of cumulative, long-term
aircraft noise exposure. The U.S. Federal Aviation
Administration (“FAA”) and other transportation noise
regulatory agencies have adopted the position that the
prevalence of a consequential degree of aircraft
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noise-induced annoyance in airport neighborhoods is the
preferred measure of adverse impact of noise on
communities [1]. FAA’s primary criterion of significance
of aircraft noise exposure is a level of Day-Night Average
Sound Level (an A- and time-weighted 24 hour energy
average measure) of 65 dB.
Dosage-response functions have been considered since
1978 [2] as the most useful basis for prediction of the
prevalence of a consequential degree of transportation
noise-induced annoyance. Such functions are commonly
derived by univariate logistic regression, and rest on the
assumption that the prevalence of annoyance in
communities may be usefully modeled as due exclusively
to long-term, cumulative noise exposure, as quantified by
noise metrics such as Day-Night Average Sound Level
(abbreviated DNL, and represented symbolically in
mathematical expressions as Ldn.) FICON’s [1]
dosage-response function associates a prevalence rate of
transportation noise-induced annoyance of 12.3% of the
population with a DNL value of 65 dB. In effect, FAA thus
considers that cumulative, long-term aircraft noise
exposure at a level that highly annoys 12.3% of the
population constitutes a “significant” noise impact.
Annex H of a recently published international technical
consensus standard [3] identifies a different
dosage-response function for relating transportation noise
exposure to the prevalence of a high degree of annoyance
in communities. This function is not derived from field
observations by correlation-based curve fitting methods.
Instead, it is derived from a causal model which assumes
that the prevalence of high annoyance in communities
grows with noise exposure at a rate similar to that at which
loudness grows with sound level.
The method described in Annex H of ISO 1996-1:2016
parses annoyance prevalence rates observed in
communities into two components. One component is the
effective (i.e., duration-adjusted) loudness of noise
exposure. The other component is the aggregate influence
of all non-acoustic factors on self-reports of annoyance.
This paper reviews and explains the development and use
of the methods described in Annex H of [3].

identified as thresholds of significant noise effect were not
derived from any systematic rationale, nor from extensive
empirical evidence. Rather, they were simply the opinions
of prominent acoustical engineers of the era about levels of
noise exposure that would permit airport proprietors to
avoid unmanageable numbers of complaints and threats of
litigation.
About a quarter of a century after the Rosenblith et al.
research of the early 1950s, Schultz [2] provided a rationale
for converting the goal of aircraft noise regulation from
management of complaints to protection of airport
communities from exposure to highly annoying noise.
Fidell [4] notes that “Schultz demonstrated that the results
of social surveys conducted in disparate cities and
languages on the effects of aircraft and surface
transportation noise could be interpreted in common terms,
and usefully summarized in the form of a dosage-effect
relationship.”
The U.S. FAA and the Federal Interagency Committee
on Noise (FICON) formally endorsed Schultz’s research
by asserting that their definitions of “significant” noise
exposure were based on an updated version of Schultz’s
analyses. In 1992, FICON [1] formally endorsed a
particular dosage-response function derived by
conventional curve-fitting means. Billions of dollars have
since been spent in the United States on mitigation of
“significant” aircraft noise impacts in neighborhoods near
airports, largely through residential acoustic insulation
programs and private property purchases.
Inconveniently, the findings of social surveys conducted
since 1961 on the annoyance of aircraft noise annoyance
have proven to be highly variable, and in poor agreement
with the FICON curve. Figure 1 summarizes field
observations of the prevalence of a consequential degree of
self-reported annoyance with aircraft noise exposure in 80
social surveys. Each plotting symbol represents a paired,
empirical observation of a community’s noise exposure
with the prevalence of high annoyance with aircraft noise
in that community.

3. Background
Fidell [4] has traced formal efforts to quantify the effects
of aircraft noise on communities to the introduction of jet
propulsion to military aviation in the early 1950s.
Rosenblith et al. [5] devised a decibel-like “Community
Noise Rating” (CNR) scale of aircraft noise exposure, and
identified a value of 100 on this scale as a point above
which noise exposure was likely to trigger complaints and
threats of litigation. The CNR scale was subsequently
converted into a “Noise Exposure Forecast” (NEF) scale,
on which a value of 30 dB was mathematically equivalent
to a CNR ≈ 100 value. The CNR and NEF values that were

Figure 1.
Empirical observations of the prevalence of aircraft
noise-induced annoyance in communities world-wide.

The great variability of community response to aircraft
noise from one community to the next that is apparent in
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Figure 1 is the most striking aspect of these data. 1 No
dosage-response relationship intended to summarize these
data that is derived from correlation-based analysis, such as
univariate regression, has succeeded in accounting for the
better part of the variance in this data set.
A minor part of the variability apparent in Figure 1 could
be due to various forms of error of measurement on both
axes. Some of the variability may also stem from
individual- (rather than community-) level factors.
Transportation noise in communities propagates to all
individuals’ residences, however, and individual-level
influences on annoyance prevalence rates are unknowable
in advance for all practical purposes. Individual-level
explanatory factors (“co-variates” in regression analysis)
are thus of meager utility for predictive purposes. The great
bulk of the variability in community response to
transportation noise exposure most likely reflects bona fide,
community-specific differences in reactions to aircraft
noise exposure.
At best, a regression-derived dosage-response
relationship can represent the central tendency of the
relationship between aircraft noise exposure and
annoyance in many communities. The variability in the
underlying data is so great, however, that no single,
“one-size-fits-all” dosage-response relationship can
accurately predict the prevalence of annoyance with
aircraft noise in any specific community.
Legislation such as the U.S. National Environmental
Policy Act nonetheless requires that proponents of airport
infrastructure construction projects disclose the specific
impacts of proposed projects on specific neighborhoods,
not the generic effects of aircraft noise on a hypothetically
typical community. A generic statistical modeling tool,
such as logistic regression, is less useful in such cases than
a straightforward causal model that predicts how a
community should respond to transportation noise
exposure, and attributes deviations from expected behavior
to the aggregate effect of factors other than exposure.
Annex H of ISO 1996-1 [3] describes an alternate
approach (described below) to predicting the prevalence of
transportation noise-induced annoyance that is based on
such a causal model, rather than on generic curve-fitting
methods.
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where
p(HA) is the proportion of the population highly
annoyed by noise exposure, A is a community’s annoyance
decision criterion 2, and m is the noise dose, defined as:

 ( L / 10 ) 
m = 10 dn




0.3

(2)

Empirically, the proportion of a community highly
annoyed is determined in field settings by direct
3
questioning in a structured social survey interview. The
functional relationship specified by the basic predictive
relationship of Eq. [1] is a sigmoid. The exponential form
of the relationship was chosen as the most plausible and
parsimonious (i.e., single parameter) transition function to
model the growth, from zero to one, of the proportion of a
community highly annoyed by increasing levels of noise
exposure.
CTL analysis treats the proportion of a community that
describes itself as highly annoyed as equally influenced 1)
by noise exposure per se, and 2) by a non-acoustic criterion
for self-reporting of annoyance. Univariate regression
analyses ignore the influence of the second of these
determinants of annoyance prevalence rates. In CTL
analysis, the slope of the dosage-response relationship is
fixed at that of the exponential growth rate of loudness with
sound level, while the parameter A in Eq. [1] translates the
sigmoidal function along the abscissa.
A family of CTL curves may be seen in Figure 2 over the
range of DNL values that are of primary regulatory concern.
All of the curves are of the form e(-x). They do not appear to
be parallel within the plotted range of DNL values, because
shifting them left and right along the abscissa displays
different portions of the sigmoid in the plotting window.
In practice, the value of A for a particular community is
determined empirically, from social survey findings
reported as the proportion of a community’s residential
population describing itself as highly annoyed by noise
exposure for a given DNL. A Community Tolerance Level
is defined as the value of DNL at which 50 percent of the
population is expected to describe itself as highly annoyed
by noise exposure. CTL values may be calculated from the
value of A that produces the smallest RMS error 4, as shown
in Equation 3:

4. Method
Appendix A of Fidell et al. [6] states the CTL approach
in a simple set of equations. The basic predictive
relationship is shown below:
p(HA) = e (-A/m)

1

(1)

It should also be noted that without field observations made at DNL
values in excess of about 70 dB, a strong correlation between noise
exposure and the prevalence of high annoyance is not readily apparent.

2

The “annoyance decision criterion” is a scalar quantity that reflects the
sum of all non-acoustic factors that influence decisions of survey
respondents resident in the same communities to describe themselves as
“highly annoyed” by noise exposure.
3
An ISO Technical Specification [7] offers procedural recommendations
for the conduct of such surveys.
4
Taraldsen et al. [10] have more recently suggested that a maximum
likelihood ratio criterion is preferable to a minimal rms criterion for
finding values of A. The method of Taraldsen et al. for estimating A is
most appropriate for cases in which numbers of completed interviews
vary greatly for different pairs of (DNL, %HA) observations.
Differences in CTL between the two estimation methods are typically on
the order of 1 or 2 dB.
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L = 33.3 log ( A) + 5.32
ct
10

(3)

The panels of Figure 3 show sample fits of social survey
data to the CTL function for six airports. Note that these

fits are not derived by any correlation-based curve fitting
method, but are simply those achieved by shifting an
effective loudness function along the abscissa. Additional
examples may be found in [8] and [9].

Figure 2. A family of dosage-response functions, parametric in A (the non-acoustic response criterion parameter), relating cumulative 24 hour noise
exposure to the prevalence of a consequential degree of transportation noise-induced annoyance in a community.

Figure 3. Examples of fit of field measurements of prevalence of high annoyance to effective loudness curve for six studies of community reaction to
aircraft noise, from data compiled in [8].
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Figure 6. Distribution of the scalar quantity, A, over communities for annoyance due to aircraft noise

If CTL for a community is known, then the annoyance
decision criterion, A, may be calculated from CTL as
shown in Equation 4:

A = 10

(

Lct −5.32
33.3

)

(4)

The distribution of A for annoyance due to aircraft noise
over communities is approximately log normal, as shown
in Figure 6, adapted from [6]. Most communities show
relatively little tolerance for exposure to aircraft noise, but
a few are highly tolerant of it. ssCommunity tolerance for
aircraft noise may reflect attitudes of misfeasance on the
part of airport proprietors, fears of crashes, economic
dependence on airport operation, or other individual-level
concerns of airport neighborhood residents.
For broad regulatory purposes, however, the exact
combination of reasons that particular communities are
intolerant of aircraft noise is of secondary concern at best.
Aircraft overfly residential areas of all types near airports,
and over all residents of neighborhoods – men and women,
young and old, sensitive and insensitive – regardless of
their attitudes toward airport operation. Further, the
proportions of community residents that are highly
annoyed by aircraft noise for particular non-acoustic
reasons at particular airports can never be known a priori.
For purposes of setting national transportation noise
policy, the most practical and defensible regulatory
strategy is therefore to separately identify the acoustically
and non-acoustically influenced components of
noise-induced annoyance, and to address the aggregate
effects of all non-acoustic determinants of annoyance in the

aggregate. Attempts to do otherwise – for example, to
identify adjustments to national policies for airport
neighborhoods
with specified combinations of
non-acoustic influences on annoyance – would lead to
unworkably complex regulation. As noted below, CTL
analysis additionally provides a statistical rationale for
defining a “significant” amount of transportation noise
exposure.

5. Discussion
The definition of a level of noise exposure that
constitutes a “significant” amount of exposure is an
expressly non-technical decision that must be based on
political value judgments. As illustrated in Figure 1,
however, a one-size-fits-all policy decision about “how
much noise is too much noise” that works as intended in
one particular community will not work well in many
others. Although uniformity of regulation is a superficially
attractive goal, uniformity of regulatory effect is a yet more
substantive one. If protection of residential populations
from exposure to highly annoying noise exposure is the
major concern of aircraft noise regulatory policy, then a
one-size-fits-all policy clearly cannot confer equal
regulatory protection on all communities. Fidell et al. [6]
demonstrate how “regulatory policy positions can be
derived from two parameters: 1) the minimal percentage of
the population of a nominally average community to be
protected from exposure to highly annoying noise; and 2)
the percentage of all communities to which this degree of
protection is intended to apply.”
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Figure 7. Dosage-response functions derived by CTL analysis for communities of average tolerance for aircraft noise exposure, and for tolerances ± 1
standard deviation from the mean

The rationale for basing regulatory policy on CTL-based
analysis requires knowledge of the mean and standard
deviation of the distribution of CTL values over
communities. For the studies included in the database
published by Fidell et al. [8], the mean CTL value is about
73 dB, and the standard deviation is about 7 dB. The
corresponding dosage-response functions relating to the
prevalence of aircraft noise-induced high annoyance in a
nominally average community, and in communities with
CTL values ± 1 σ from the mean, are plotted in Figure 7.
Table 1, adapted from [6], shows the percentages of
residents of communities with average and ± 1 σ CTL
values who are protected from exposure to highly annoying
noise by regulatory policies with various definitions of
“significant” noise exposure. It is apparent that the current
U.S. definition of the significance of aircraft noise
exposure (Ldn = 65 dB) leaves almost half of the residential
populations of communities with average tolerance for
aircraft noise unprotected from exposure to highly
annoying noise.
Table 1. Percentages of population protected from exposure to highly
annoying aircraft noise (100 – percent highly annoyed) for communities
with average and CTL values ± 1 standard deviation from the mean
DNL (dB) Lct = 66.3 dB (-1σ) Lct = 73.3 dB (mean) Lct = 80.3 dB (+1 σ)
65

53%

71%

86%

60

66%

80%

94%

55

78%

91%

98%

50

88%

97%

100%

45

95%

99%

100%

The figures seen in Table I will vary somewhat as new
empirical information becomes available in the future

about the distribution of tolerances for aircraft noise
exposure in additional communities. It seems doubtful,
however, that the values will vary by more than a few
percent. They may therefore serve as approximate
guidance for regulatory decisions about threshold values
for criteria of “acceptable” noise exposure levels in airport
communities.

6. Conclusions
Communities with similar noise exposure can differ
widely from one another in the prevalence of a
consequential degree of transportation noise-induced
annoyance. Dosage-response relationships between
transportation noise exposure and community annoyance
that are derived by correlation (e.g., regression) methods
are not the only, nor necessarily the most useful, for
transportation planning and regulatory policy purposes. A
standardized causal model of annoyance, described in an
international technical consensus standard (ISO 1996-1:
2016) that distinguishes between acoustical and
non-acoustical influences on self-reported annoyance,
accounts for more variance than univariate regression,
while furnishing a systematic rationale for regulatory
decision making.
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Abstract

The technological developments in every
extent cause the office interiors to change, the furniture to
be updated. This situation brings along new concepts in
working spaces and furniture design. Because the changing
activities require different technologies in the offices that
consist of individuals coming together for the same
purposes, especially the Y generation born between
1981-2000, raised in the 4th Industrial Revolution era has
an important effect on workplace designs. In this era where
modern information and mobile technologies come into
prominence; the family and social life culture is changing
rapidly and man power is slowly getting behind
robotic-smart systems. The Y generation has different
choices from their clothes to working hours, from their
thinking to the way they work; so they demand flexibility
in every aspect in their offices. This situation affects the
use of technology, and working systems more and more
each day causing us to rethink the working areas and how
we use the office furniture.
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only collective spaces used by managers and workers; they
also support the work physically, socially, psychologically
and facilitate the process of work [1]. On the other hand,
office furniture is an ergonomic product that has a place in
every area of working life, serves the social and cultural
necessities directly related with human life quality.
In all of these definitions, we have to point out that
technological developments are on the foreground in the
design of adaptable spaces and furniture to the user’s
requirements. In the light of this, we can define office as; a
dynamic environment created by interaction; changing,
renewing itself by technological impact with intense flow
of information. Especially when the user is unknown, none
of the designs created for office spaces can fit the work
done there. In this case 'flexibility' is the keyword.
Flexibility is a sustainable solution that harbours
conditions of different users and their requests under the
influence of changing organizations and developing
technologies. Flexibility is a concept that enables the user
to work where they want, removes the limitations and
supports not only the comfort of the body, but the mind
also.

1. Introduction

2. Changes in the Office Concept

This paper explores the new office furniture that has
changed in the new era in a more flexible way to fit the
needs of changing technologies and new generation users.
Our objective is to find out the reasons for the need of
flexibility in the offices and comment on their reflections in
contemporary furniture examples. By doing this, we aim to
discover the bond between technology, working
organizations, user needs, social and cultural changes and
flexible furniture. In order to understand this link, we must
define office and flexibility concepts first.
Office is a space where the workers interact constantly
within the framework of the task. It is also a space that
creates a setting for several social relations to happen as a
result of different hierarchical structures. Offices are not

Throughout history, we can see office interiors and
furniture has changed due to a lot of spatial and intellectual
reasons. Some of these are; changes in working
organizations, the sociocultural structure and needs of
users, economical factors, the form of the building, the plan
scheme or how/how much the technological developments
are used in the corporation. In addition to these, adaptations
of different generations to new technologies, working life
and lifestyle affect the usage patterns of the office designs,
their needs, their expectations and the equipment selection.
The X generation that was born between the years 1965
and 1979 have caught up with the computer technologies
even though they were not born to it. In office life, they like
to be given responsibility and want more privacy and
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personalization. In this era, alternative office designs were
seen where users can use the office spaces and time in new
ways.
The Y generation on the other hand were born into
computer technology and have the ability to use it
masterfully. For them, office is the space where you are.
The need to be in an office building or close together with
co-workers is not necessary. Flexible working hours with
flexible furniture and spaces are needed for the fast paced
working organizations. Because then the working hours
will be more efficient. For example in B. Lays’ new office
in Bucharest; no employee has its own desk, everybody
should be able to work anywhere, depending on their task.
(Figure.1)
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his lifetime in the office to reach his living standards has
been seen to go through changes in working area
requirements within time. The administrational changes at
the offices, customer participation, business potential,
economical opportunities, cause the need for adaptability
to changing situations. This leads to new balances between
work and home life. As the variables like the quality, the
style, the management, the working team of the job
changes; the space and the furniture serving it takes shape
accordingly.
New technology brings possibilities of uninterrupted
communication, which leads to a more connected spatial
design that has furniture designed with a continuous
structure. Superdesk is an example of this continuity that is
realized not only by the possibilities of material technology
but the support of computer programs dissolving the
boundaries of design (Figure.2). In here the users work on
the same surface under the same circumstances. “Clive
Wilkinson Architects (CWA) used the 3D-modeling
software Rhinoceros and Revit to achieve the desk’s
geometry. The desk measures 1,100 feet long and 11-1/2
feet across at its widest point. An embedded utility tray
makes power and data cables accessible along the length of
the desk.” [2]

http://www.architectmagazine.com/technology/detail/innovative-detail-t
he-superdesk-at-the-barbarian-group-office_o
Figure 2.
Architects

https://blog.eoffice.net/2015/04/an-inspiring-interview-with-dotka-the-cr
eatives-behind-b-lays-new-office-in-bucharest-romania/
Figure 1.

B. Lays, in Bucharest, Romania

2.1. Work Organization
The person/worker who is bound to spend a portion of

Superdesk, Barbarian Group Office, Clive Wilkinson

The acceleration of developments in technology has an
enormous effect on the employees and management. It
brings the necessity to handle the working environment all
over again because of changes in the way we look at
supervision mechanisms or hierarchy between workers or
the flexibility in working hours. If we have fixtures with
enough technology for the users, besides correct spatial
organization; the work process will be faster and will
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develop continuously.
As an example, (Figure 3) Clive Wilkinson Architects
working with DEGW designed the Disney Store
Headquarters by colourful blocks that become both walls
and furniture according to their need. The blocks are made
of foam and they become the walls of the Conference
Room. The walls also transform into a seating system for
meetings of 200 people. [3]

different tastes. Our decisions on the objects we surround
ourselves with, define part of who we are and provide us
with identity through difference” [4]. This approach is seen
in another designer Karim Rashid who says “products must
deal with emotional ground and increase the popular
imagination and experience. Diversity, variance,
multiplicity and change are part of every whole construct.”
[4]
Many methods of alternative uses are applied in
furniture designs linked with the workers' need to create a
personal space for themselves under the same roof or
around the same table. The Collect series (Figure.4)
designed in this understanding; “include writing boards,
pen shelves, mirrors, coat hangers and hooks that are all
easy to hang on the screen. The accessories are made out of
ash wood and are available in natural colour, as well as
black- and white-stained.” [5]

http://www.clivewilkinson.com/portfolio_page/disney-store-headquarter
s/
Figure 3. The Disney Store Headquarters, Clive Wilkinson Architects,
California

2.2. User Needs
Customization or personalization is an important factor
in office spaces today. The user is motivated and office life
is positively affected by the flexible workstations designed
to fit his/her characteristics. Especially The Y generation
who like to show their identity; be differentiated from their
environment and express themselves in their own space.
Sharon Marston states that people are faced with a world of
choices. “I believe that this is a positive step, for people are
now offered the options of different colours, materials,
sizes, functions and price variations. As humans, we
consider ourselves individuals and like to assert our

https://abstracta.se/product/collect/
Figure 4. Nina Jobs, Collect For Abstracta

Offices are now under the severe influence of
technology. The use of electronic devices has increased
and sharing of information has become widespread. As a
consequence, the priorities and needs have changed
towards flexible furniture systems that provide alternative
uses of space. These furniture systems are preferred
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because of their modular pieces that can be put together
differently according to the need and the identity of users.
The important point in forming the modules is to figure out
the requirements and the location correctly; while solving
the details about lightness, strength, movability and
transformability of the material.
In the spaces where flexibility is an important factor,
sustainability is provided by the use of neutral surfaces
divided or added according to the number of users. With a
modular piece of partition, working surfaces can serve
different users at the same time.
2.3. Social and Cultural Changes
Work culture is developing according to globalized
business world, global administration systems and
fluctuations in economy and politics [6]. These factors
change the working culture, thus change the working
environment. To enhance performance of employees, a lot
of space use approaches are developed. As our vision of
workstations change, we see workplaces with minimum
hierarchy, maximum autocontrol and more people in
communication and interaction. To make the Y generation
comfortable and happy at work; designers can use
changeable accessories for personalization. There are wide
range of form and material for the furniture to be used
alternatively as the user wishes. Modules can be added to
the workstation to make them work individually; have
meetings; have a social gathering or take a break. This can
be done by adding, turning, subtracting, sliding, lifting the
modules to fit the function (Figure 5).
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There are also different working organizations
developed for the new world. Collective offices that are
shared spaces have come up from the needs of free-lance
working people mostly. These out of office methods are
generally called “ready office’ or ‘co-working offices” that
can be rented by appointment. They are ‘cooperative and
flexible working systems that are self-driven and depend
on sharing of resources.’ The choice of collective offices
have increased since communication, interaction and
sharing, flexible working and experiencing different spaces
have become important especially for the Y generation.
As an example for, co-working office Kolektif House
(Figure.6), gives reservations for a chosen table, room or
surface. At the same time there is the idea of individual
office in the meeting rooms or group working areas.
Generally there is no special unit for users but a renting
system that brings a space open to creativity and different
experiences contrary to the conventional systems. In the
neutral spaces left; there are seminers, movie screenings,
shows, product launches done by using flexible furniture.
This leads to efficiency and increased productivity;
increased collaboration; improved cost management and
heightened level of security.

http://www.kolektifhouse.co/sanayi-ofis/
Figure 6.

Kollektif House, Sanayi, Levent, İstanbul

3. New Technologies and Office
Furniture
http://www.designed.rs/d-report/milano_2010/tecno_spa_-_entering_10s
Figure 5. Tecno Spa, Pierandrei Associati and Betaunopuntozero

Discovering a new material means a very intense and
accurate study in formation of structure which free-stands
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the design and accomplish it. “Often with the introduction
of new manufacturing techniques and materials,
particularly in 19th, 20th and 21st centuries, it was furniture
that first used new technological possibilities.” Use of
technologies in furniture design especially developed after
World War II. The metal and wood structures were
replaced by plastic, paper and textile materials very often.
The new era has brought to us, composite materials and
computer aided production that allows the product to
become more flexible and multifunctional. [7] Computer
aided design and internet also paved the way of rapidly
spreading new ideas where concept of flexibility has
become the center of attention. This concept is supported
by changeability and mobility that new technology brought
to us.
“Today a wide range of technologies developed in recent
years is available to furniture designers and makers,
resulting in lots of new possibilities, making it a very
exciting time to be involved in furniture” [8]. For Karim
Rachid, inspiration comes from here: “I believe that the
new objects that shape our lives are trans-conceptual,
multicultural hybrids, objects that can exist anywhere in
different contexts, that are natural and synthetic, that are
inspired through telecommunications, information,
entertainment and behaviour.” [4]
So with this inspiration, while designing furniture for
offices; we must investigate the smart systems, the new
materials, how they are produced and find a way to make
the offices more efficient. With today’s technology that
dissolves boundaries leading to information and
communication; flexible furniture becomes the answer for
offices because it adapts to changing situations and
innovations.
3.1. Material and Production Technologies
Along with the developments in the field of material
technology, it has become possible to apply many different
approaches in furniture designs. The material is the first
perceived surface that surrounds the furniture when viewed
from the outside. Therefore, in the structures formed by the
right material selected according to its space, function and
strength; furniture designs can be freely realized associated
with the diversity in production techniques since the
industrial revolution.
The use of digital technology, both as a means of time
gain and as a form of freedom is supported by the
construction methods like cutting, mowing, shaping,
reaction injection molding (RIM), polyurethane resin
(PUR), ... etc. to make great steps in adapting the material
to the furniture.
The use of computer affects furniture types structurally
by making design and production of complicated
geometries easy. Forms that could not be produced because
of not having an appropriate technique before could be
produced in a short time. “As a result of developing
technologies new synthetic materials are produced on

laboratory environment. These new products help a lot of
design problems. Digital production machines, computer
technologies, 3 dimensional CAD modelling programs,
new synthetic and smart materials helped designers and
producers to realize their designs.” [9]
Materials are now more stronger, more harder, more
lighter,
with better isolation or transparent.
Nanotechnology has the aim of guiding the atoms and
molecules to make the material have the intended shape.
Smart materials can send each other messages, information,
sound, light with fiber lines connected by way of probes
[10] “They can spontaneously change their physical
properties-shape, conductivity, color, viscoelasticity, etc.
in response to a natural or manual trigger such as a change
in temperature, the presence of a magnetic or electrical
field, or the application of stress. In short, the material
responds to an external stimulus. Shape memory alloys are
programmable metal alloys which can assume a different
shape under certain physical stimuli, and return to their
initial shape when the stimulus is removed.” [11]
As technology develops, innovative acoustical products
are often seen especially in offices. In an open office, the
most important factor for acoustics is speech privacy. In
order to maintain a proper environment for doing business,
talking on the phone or having face to face meetings; an
office worker needs an isolated space. Acoustic surfaces
like ceilings and walls are not always enough for speech
privacy. Designers have thought about this problem and
designed furniture with sound absorbent qualities. These
are mostly modular furniture with multi-functional
qualities like being a partition and storage element at the
same time while absorbing unwanted sounds. Today,
instead of using wood or steel structure with textile,
gypsum or metal panels on top; we are using polyester fiber
structure with acoustic panels or 3D acoustical textile. [12]
Ecology is also a technological subject today.
Technology companies have been increasingly moving to
green product designs where they are using reduced
amounts of heavy metals and other toxic materials. Also by
incorporating more recyclable components such as
composite materials with natural resins; furniture can be
ecological.
Composites have become increasingly popular because
of their multi-functional qualities. Carbon fibre is
becoming an increasingly popular material for furniture
design, due to its light weight relative to its high strength.
Fibres can be used in many ways like knitting and braiding
to have different forms. The rigidity of the fibers are
maintained by coating or immersing them in resins of
different kinds like epoxy, polyester or polyurethane. Each
of the resins gives them a different property like toughness
or flexibility. [12]
3.2. Information, Telecommunication and Computer
Technologies
We have come a long way since the first Industrial
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Revolution that used steam power for production. Since
then, the steps until today encompasses a mass production
revolution with electric power to automated production
revolution of electronics and information technology.
Today, a new one is coming up which is the digital
revolution. “It is characterized by a fusion of technologies
and is blurring the lines between the physical, digital and
biological spheres” [13]. The Fourth Industrial Revolution
is a new concept which relates to the advancement in fields
such as artificial intelligence, robotics, nanotechnology,
3-D printing and biotechnology. It is believed that these
once disjointed areas have now reached a stage where their
influence will cause widespread disruption and workplace
change.
Towards a different working model in offices using time
and space with efficiency; requires appropriate technology
and appropriate building infrastructures. Information and
communication technologies have brought advantages in
our lives that provide space-user-worker relations to be
handled in a different way. Especially with mobile
technologies, we have to think about working in any place,
the advantage of fast access and transport and fast flow of
information. Sharing and having the data at the right time
means that we do not need to be sitting at the office all day;
on the contrary we must interact, communicate more with
the work groups. The important thing is adaptability of our
environment and equipment; especially the details to
increase productivity.
The traditional office doesn’t exist anymore. Cloud
services and Wi-Fi networks have made work independent
of place and time. People work temporarily at their own
offices, from home, in video conferences, on business trips
or at subsidiaries’ offices. The activity-based office is the
new way of working. Many designers have foreseen that in
the future, surfaces will be actively used in the office
spaces. Today; smart boards, interactive tables, interwall,
holographic screen are some of the examples of these
surfaces (Figure.7). Holographic screen is a two
dimensional display technology that uses coated glass
media for the projection surface of a video projector. It
gives us multi-surfaces to work on and blends in the
interior because of its transparency.
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The transparency of the projection surfaces leads to
creative solutions for information preparation: interactive
elements with touch or gesture control broaden the scope of
use.
Apart from these surfaces, virtual space is one of the
most important technological developments that people
can get information from. They interact with the space with
virtual reality goggles. This interaction is done with a user
interface.

4. New Office Furniture
Furniture has taken an important role by
nano-technological potential in human-environment
interactions. We can see extraordinary solutions with the
last changes in the structural frame. Below are some
examples of new generation office furniture that are
created to have flexible properties.
4.1. Build

https://www.dezeen.com/2013/07/21/build-by-jack-godfrey-wood-and-to
m-ballhatchet-for-movisi/
Figure 8.

http://moveableonline.com/blog/2014/09/24/interaction-interfaces-tomor
row-future-ui-ux/
Figure 7. Interaction desk

Build, Jack Godrey Wood and Tom Ballhatchet

'Build' is an example for modular systems; it is a storage
element produced by moulding of plastic material, put
together by connection pieces. The characteristics of the
system are to become flexible enough to be a seating
element, a box to carry, a partition in need; and to be
lightweight enough to be carried. (Figure 8)
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4.2. Molo

Kivo, (Figure 10) is a workplace partition system
designed exclusively for Herman Miller by Alexander
Lorenz. The frame is composed of polished steel that
encloses felt tiles. These triangular modules come together
to form a space to work for better concentration with the
sound absorptive effect of felt. Or they can meet up and
collaborate easily with the help of flexible system. [14]
4.4. Nest Shelf

https://www.molostore.com/product-softwall-softblock
Figure 9.

Softwall, Molo, Stephanie Forsythe and Todd MacAllen

Molo (Figure 9); is a flexible office furniture made from
natural brown paper and white or black textile, which can
be decomposed and assembled or extended to be used in
any dimension or shape; which can become transparent or
opaque. It may be used as a seating element, partition or
work surface according to the need. Any softwall or
softblock element can expand to a maximum of 4.5 meters,
or to shorter lengths to suit particular occasions, and the
material is light for easy use.
4.3. Kivo

http://www.nendo.jp/en/works/nest-shelf/
Figure 11. Nest Shelf, Kris Lamba, Thomas Feichtner and Michael
Sodeau Nendo, London Design Festival

The use of light but strong material with nanotechnology,
which is one of the important developments in material
technology, brings with it different alternatives and
flexibility in storage elements. It is possible to use flexible
office furniture, which can be increased in volume
depending on the need instead of fixed and limited amount
of storage.
“In the Nest shelves (Figure.11), the thinner expandable
portion is hidden within the outer shelving layer, and
assembled in a way that allows it to easily slide out when
pulled. Vertical partitions are made from 3.7-millimetre
carbon fibre, while horizontal elements comprise a
honeycomb material made from synthetic fibres that is
sandwiched between carbon-fibre layers. All the surfaces
are covered in a wooden larch veneer” [15]
4.5. The Gaia Workstation
http://www.hermanmiller.com/content/hermanmiller/apac/en_apc/home/
design-resources/images.html?text=Herman%20Miller:Products/Kivo
Figure 10.

Kivo, Alexander Lorenz

In offices where empty / neutral / open spaces are offered
to the service of users and flexibility is supported, it is
possible to work at any desired point by creating modules
independent from the shell with the developing mobile
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technologies. Gaia is an office module designed with this
approach.
"Gaia is a furniture (Figure.12); concept tailored for
future office landscapes. Gaia’s modular concept can easily
be customized for different needs in an open office
landscape and was engineered with focus on assembly and
disassembly.” Gaia's versatility may be the most appealing
part. The various seating, organization and lighting options
make it easy to create your ideal creative habitat. [16]
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4.6. Scale, Flexible and Modular Acoustic Partition
System

https://www.designboom.com/design/benjamin-hubert-layer-design-scal
e-modular-acoustic-partition-system-12-04-2015/
Figure 13.

http://www.trendhunter.com/trends/gaia-workstation
Figure 12.

The Gaia Workstation, David Bruér

Scale, Benjamin Hubert

Especially in open-plan offices, based on project-based
changes in the number of employees; a flexible design is
done in order to adapt spaces to changing situations.
Modularity is supported by paying attention to the fact that
the selected materials are particularly light and can provide
solutions to the acoustic problem. According to Scale
designer Benjamin Hubert; “ composed of pressed
recycled hemp acoustic tiles, which clip onto an injection
moulded recyclable ABS framework mounted onto
aluminium, ‘scale’ (Figure.13) is not only produced from
sustainable materials, but can adapt to the needs of a
commercial interior over time. for example, it is ideal for a
workplace growing and shrinking, that requires flexible
work and break-out areas as teams are created and
dissolved” [17]
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4.7. Cega

http://ballendat.com/products/mobica/mobica-nomado/
Figure 15. Nomado – Mobica Designer, Martin Ballendat

5. Conclusions

http://www.boss-design.co.uk/breakoutandupholstery/p/6/desc/cega/
Figure 14.

Cega, Boss Design Group

Cega (Figure 14) is made for the modern working
environment to enhance privacy. Special phone calls or
meetings can be made in this sound absorbing unit. It also
reduces peripheral vision and external noise for
concentration while allowing light to pass from the open
top structure.
4.8. Nomado
Nomado (Figure 15), is an example of multi-functional
unit that acts as desk system and a partition wall. It can be
used in dynamic offices that have a flexible organization or
home-offices. The electric outlets and task lighting are
integrated in the design. This compact mobile unit has a
worktop and when it’s folded flat, it turns into a wall
separator and storage space.

The new generation has a different approach to work
environment and working culture. People born between the
years 1981-2000 grew up with computers, the internet
world and cell phones. It is known that the so called 'Y
Generation' is not so loyal to constitutions; if they are
unhappy, they will change their positions, offices or
company fast. So to keep them at the office for long hours
is a hard job. The future of office environments should be
lively, dynamic; while allowing the staff to work
efficiently in the same space. If this is true for the spaces
that we work in, we have to ask what makes the workers
happy and productive today, what has changed in
workspaces and why?
Offices became more collective spaces. For teams or
working groups; this approach leads to making designs that
enable engaging in the production by being in
communication. Ease of communication causes the speed
of work to accelerate, so offices are more dynamic spaces
now that there is the need to adapt to fast changing
organizations or projects. Also, in need, there must be
spaces that allow for concentrated working environment
because the open planned offices can be distracting for
people wanting to focus on the job. Today's offices also
integrate socializing areas and give the employees a space
to relax. We can see that multi-functional space is required
for an efficient and dynamic office today. To make this
happen, we need the right furniture that are flexible.
Today’s office spaces and furniture designs are made
open to innovations in many ways, have adaptive
flexibility and are able to respond to the needs of different
users. Modular workstations that provide working
environment to its user in any direction and any place they
want ensure flexibility by supporting changing conditions.
The user needs are not only ergonomic or functional needs,
but a psychological need to create a personal space within
the working environment. Because of this; flexible
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furniture with flexible details for customized or
personalized workstations can be seen today to make the
workers happy and content.
These systems are a necessity for the changing times that
entail new approaches and updates accordingly. With this
approach and developments in material, production,
communication, information and computer technologies;
more ergonomic and flexible furniture are designed. We
have given examples of new generation furniture that are
storage elements, workstations and partitions. The storage
elements have the properties of lightness, so they are
portable; changeable in dimensions; and having other
functions like being a seating element. Technology is seen
to support the flexibility of these products by the usage of
composite materials that are both light and strong at the
same time.
The workstations have the properties like being
transformable to be used personally or by sharing
according to the need; and being portable or smaller in size
while carrying all the systems integrated in it. The
partitions have acoustical properties that are needed in free
planned offices. They can be personalized and moved
according to the user's need with their different connection
details. As we can see from the examples, in flexible
offices where the new generation's changing needs and
different expectations are supported; lightness, mobility,
transformability, acoustics and adaptation to the new
technologies are seen as highlights of furniture design.
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Abstract

The systems, processes, and organisms
optimized for the evolution of nature over several hundred
million years have helped designers and architects seeking
improved and innovative solutions. Inspired by the shape
and function of nature, some architects have created great
architectures by finding and applying new design sources
from nature’s elements. The beautiful and mysterious
nature landscape surrounding us not only gives us a new
appearance for the four seasons, but also provides the
source of new ideas for human. When looking at nature
elements such as trees, flowers, animals, and ocean
organisms, architects can find unusual perspectives,
visually interesting ideas, special structures, creative
details and innovative mechanisms. Most modern cities are
full of buildings like the shape of supermarkets and boxes,
if possible, architects should try to satisfy human emotions
with beautiful scenery and natural closeness through
environmental architecture. When planning for future
cities and constructing new buildings, how to satisfy our
yearning for a harmonious interaction with nature, and how
the historic characteristics of buildings are shown to be
presence. All of these are related to our fundamental
human feelings and emotions, can improve holistic
interrelationships between buildings and nature for human
life. Nature-inspired biomimicry is a way of observing the
natural world to find design solutions that may enable us to
create the concepts of new building design with sustainable
and healthy. This study is to analyze what are nature
inspirations for the visual and conception building designs
and what are the characteristic of innovative designs and
technologies inspired by nature.

Keywords New Design Source, Nature-inspired
Architecture, Nature-inspired Biomimicry

1. Introduction
Nature has been associated together with human history
intimately, and humans have developed a culture that gets
inspiration from nature. Nature provides new sources that

cannot be explained by science with its various and
constant change. Nature is creating better the biological
structure than the technology developed by humans. In
recent years, the researchers have been actively conducted
to find various and mysterious aesthetic elements and
technology ideas from nature. In the 3.8 billion years of
change and evolution, nature learned what is best in our
environment, what is most appropriate, and what is the last
thing. The Earth is a little over 4.5 billion years old, its
oldest materials being 4.3 billion-year-old zircon crystals.
The nature-inspired progresses can be classified into the
levels of inspiration that are named as visual, conception
and computational level by Janine M. Benyus, American
nature science writer, an innovation consultant and author.
A visual inspiration is well understood the shape of various
organisms, and to imitate similarly looking structures and
systems. A conception inspiration occurs when scientists
applied principles found in nature, and a computational
level is inspired by organisms occurring in nature. Recently,
many scientists have been studying and imitating nature's
design elements in mechanisms, organisms, and
biostructure. Biomimetic research aims to solve mankind's
problems by understanding and imitating the many
mysterious elements of nature. The field of natural
inspiration is very important and useful for designers today,
and nature provides many designers with creative ideas and
limitless inspiration to develop a new design. Architectural
building design and system are developing sustainable
eco-friendly designs and technologies that inspired by
nature. Advanced technology fields focus on biomimicry
science for biomimicry robotics and nanotechnology, and
industrial technologies by the inter-corporation with
biologists, physicists, engineers and designers. As the
Earth's crisis is growing due to changes in the Earth's
environment, the exhaustion of energy and resources, and
the decline in biodiversity, the need for a nature-friendly
environmental ecosystem with the coexistence of humans
and nature is emphasized. Environment-friendly
architecture is about saving energy and resources, and
preserving the natural environment and promoting organic
linkage for the human health and comfort in design,
construction, and maintenance. Eco-architecture is the
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creation of eco-friendly buildings based on scientific
knowledge and understanding of natural ecosystems.
The research is necessary for architects to get the new
design sources from nature for visual and conceptual
design. This study focused on investigating new design
buildings inspired by nature, and it will be analyzed the
design strategy of famous buildings and technical
procedures to create a nature-inspired design. The design
characteristics of bio-eco architectures which replicate
organisms and mechanisms of nature in order to create an
innovative design will be surveyed, then it will be shown
how to seek the design processes and how to get new
design sources in nature.

2. Nature and Culture
2.1. Nature-inspired Culture
Landscape in Korea and China has often been closely
tied to painting and poetry. Landscape painting and poetry
remain popular to the present day. Many landscape
painting show the pursuit of a pure depiction of nature. The
history can find in master planning and garden design for
houses, palaces, and religious complexes. One of important
aspect in painting, literature, and philosophy was perceived
and valued the landscape. Human has developed
civilization and culture through the imitation of nature.
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Artists have long been transformed from an imitation of
nature to an abstract world that gradually reflects the
unknown world. By pursuing the intrinsic of nature, it has
sublimated into the art of restoring humanity, and finding
the essence of art. Man finds the beauty and mystery of
nature in touching and looking at nature. Art is not a mere
imitation of nature but a search for human soul through art.
When the image in nature is shaped into individual
intuition, it is sublimated into art. Oriental thought
considered living in harmony with nature as a virtue. The
West recognized nature as a subject of inquiry. Man
explored phenomena and order that occur in nature.
Ecological art is a painting that expresses mainly the
function of nature cycle. The phenomenon of ice melting,
plant cultivation, wind noise, and nature elements are
expressed in painting. The scholars of the Joseon
Dynasty(1392-1897) of Korea loved four gentleman plants.
It is because the plum, orchid, chrysanthemum, and
bamboo resemble a man of their ideal. Plum is the first
flower to bloom in cold early spring. The orchid has a
noble appearance and a fragrant smell. The
chrysanthemum is the flower that overcomes the cold of
frost in late autumn. The bamboo, which does not lose its
blue color even in winter when the snow is blowing,
resembles a nice man. The love of the four wonderful
plants was not limited to poetry, but was visualized as a
picture.

Figure 1. Landscape paintings

Figure 2. Plum paintings
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Figure 3. Orchid paintings

Figure 4. Chrysanthemum paintings

Figure 5. Bamboo paintings

2.2. Traditional Landscape Theory
The layout of houses in Korea is based on an oriental landscape geography. The landscape geography is based on the
phenomenon of the universe of heaven and earth, and plans to harmonize with the characteristics of the area environment.
The basic elements of oriental geography are mountain and water. The land plan was analyzed the landscape of the
surrounding mountains, the flow of water, and the contour of land. Many people thought that the situation around the land
had an effect on the personality, health, and success of the people living there. Successful people has lived in the site of the
best possible environment to continue their success, peoples thought that they would live in a good natural environment
and make an ancestral tomb with the best site conditions. As time went on, many people thought that the energy of the
surrounding mountains and ground would greatly affect the happiness and success of the local people. A good site for a
village was surrounded by mountains in the back of the house, and in front of the house there was a wide land that a river
is flowing. This theory is closely related to the monsoon climate conditions of four seasons in Korea. People thought the
best place for a woman's womb-like land. Korean traditional houses had a rank according to the status of society in the
form of roof. The spaces between women and men were separated. The spaces of father, mother, child and guest were
separated. The roof shapes of Korean traditional houses are very similar to the peaks of surrounding mountain.

Figure 6. A good site by traditional landscape theory
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Figure 7. Landscape map of Seoul in Korea (1750)

Figure 8. Korean traditional villages

The layout and location of village was sheltered by
forested mountains and near a river, and opened
agricultural fields. It is reflected the distinctive aristocratic
Confucian culture of the Joseon Dynasty (1392-1910). The
villages were located to provide both physical and spiritual
nourishment from their surrounding landscapes with the
best environment condition. The village includes
residences of the head families, together with substantial
timber framed houses of other clan members, also
pavilions, study halls, Confucian academies for learning,
the clusters of one story mud-walled and thatched-roofed
houses for commoners. The landscapes of mountains, trees
and water around the village were celebrated for their
beauty by 17th and 18th century poets.

Father's house is overly opened for public space, and there
is a large courtyard. It is not intended to be a family space,
but to imply that it has meaning in relation to the village.
The direction of the houses is looking at the peaks of the
stunning South Mountain. The yard of mother is the space
for the family, the yard of father is opened and used as a
communication place to interact with the villagers. The
materials was to build the house that used all natural
materials such as wood, soil, paper, rice straw, and roof
tiles of black color.

2.3. Korean Traditional Houses
The layout plan of Korean traditional houses is consists
of various spaces with different characteristics such as
mother, father, slave, and ancestral area. The layout of the
traditional house is basically divided into the fence and it is
linked with the surrounding environment organically.

Figure 9. Korean traditional houses
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The roof of rich house is the shape of a mountain, and
used roof tiles. The roof where the common people lived is
a hill-shaped roof, and the rice straw is mainly used. There
is a large courtyard and a small courtyard around the house,
a small tea house and pond. In summer, most of the doors
were opened so that the entire house was well ventilated. In
the winter, the rooms were warmed by passing fire under
the floor. The house was designed to be a harmony of
nature by adapting to the surrounding environment. The
connection between the column and the beam is very
sophisticated and decorative structures. In front of the
room, a wooden floor with the empty space of under the
floor was installed so that it could stay cool in summer. The
floor was a completely open space in connection with yard.

Figure 10. Interior space in Korean traditional houses

The inner space is closed by doors in winter and the door
is fully opened in summer. Most lifestyles are a way to live
sitting on the floor. In the room, a large picture with
painting of plum, orchid, chrysanthemum, bamboo is
drawn up to enhance the elegance of the room. The space
of between a room and a room were separated by a wooded
floor. When the door in the wall is fully opened, it has a
sense of unity with the outside nature. On the outside of the
house, the beauty of the wood columns and beams are
magnificently expressed by connection designs. In the
interior, the wooden frames of the column and beam are

exposed to the wall, and the beauty of the frames can be
appreciated in the inside space of the room.

3. Eco-friendly Green Building
Certification Criteria
Environmental, social and economic sustainability are
important for the plan of city. The universal effort to realize
global environmental protection and justice is inevitable.
People require a stable job and necessary economic
capabilities through continuous economic growth. A social
system with equal rights to business ethics should be
established. The building has widely direct and indirect
relationships with the surrounding environment. During
construction, occupancy, remodel, repurposing and
demolition, buildings use energy, water and raw materials,
generate waste, and release harmful air emissions. This fact
has created a green building standard, certification and
evaluation system to mitigate the impact of buildings on
the natural environment through sustainable design. When
construct buildings, architects should respond to designing
homes that use less energy than average houses for net zero
energy, carbon neutrality, solid, well-insulated wall
systems, and high-performance residential design.
Architects are striving to satisfy architectural
compliance, structural safety design, environmentally
friendly design, long life design and intelligent design
when are the design of buildings. However, many buildings
in the city are very vulnerable to earthquakes, typhoons,
heavy snow, and fire, and causing many problems for the
insurance of safety. The life of buildings is only about
40-50 years, the half of human life, and causing serious
environmental pollution, urban slums and economic losses.
Current design standards are too numerous, complex, and
less interdependent. If the design criteria do not set the
lowest score for each item, it cannot satisfy the requirement
of the desired eco-friendly long-lived intelligent building.

Figure 11. Green building design and intelligent building design (LEED)
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Figure 12. Disasters by typhoon, earthquake, and snow

4. Nature-inspired Architecture
4.1. Hexagonal Design Inspired by Nature
The honeycombs have an array of a perfectly hexagonal cross-section with a precise thickness and equal angles of 120
degree between them. The hexagonal cells are inclined to prevent the viscous honey from going out, and the entire comb
is aligned to the direction of Earth’s magnetic field. The hexagonal cells make the least total area of wall compared with
triangle or square sections. The layer of soap bubbles becomes the combination of irregular hexagonal shapes. Nature is
more good boundaries about the condition of economy. The surface tension of bubbles of soap films pulls the liquid
surface to create it as small area as possible. The combination of typical bubbles has the polyhedral cells of different
shapes and a little different curve. A slightly more economical structure was discovered the combination of a repeating
group of different cell shapes for given boundary conditions. This bubble pattern was designed as the inspiration for the
structural system of the 2008 Olympic swimming pool in Beijing. The compound eye of fly also can find the hexagonal
packing as a bubble raft. The hexagonal patterns can find in radiolarian, the skin pattern of giraffe and the back pattern of
turtle.

Figure 13. Hexagonal shapes in nature

Eden project for a botanical garden is designed the huge domes of the hexagonal steel frames and geodesic spherical
network. The cladding system of ETFE foil cushion is a very lightweight system in constraint to glass. The ETFE film
allows UV light to pass into a dome and also provides best insulation. The weight and amount of the steel was minimized
by the optimum design, the cladding is transparent for the sunlight. The interior dome space and the bubble-shaped
appearance are attractive with a high technical level for the architectural design and structural system. The surface has
self-cleaning function so that the dirt on the outer-surface is washed down by the rain. The hexagonal-shaped cushions are
attached on an aluminum frame, the pressure inside the cushion is about 300 Pa. In the design of the high wind suction the
outer surface was strengthened by using two layers of foil.

Source: http://www.studioseverini.eu/res/DocumentiPDF/eden_project_english.pdf
Figure 14. Eden project in the south-western tip of England
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The Beijing National Swimming Center was designed to act as the function of greenhouse, and remaining as a dramatic
and exciting sporting venue with the innovative design of high technology biomimicry. The ETFE cushions allow the
high levels of natural daylight into the building. The structural design was based on the most effective arrangement of
organic cells and the natural formation of soap bubbles. The iterative procedure of structural optimization was carried out
the finding of optimized size of steel members that satisfied all design constraints and resulting in the minimum
self-weight. The arrangement pattern of roof has seven different pattern of bubbles and the wall has the combination of 15
repeated bubble patterns. The ETFE is a tough and durable plastic material that transmits more UV light than glass, and
can clean thoroughly itself by natural rain. All pillows are permanently inflated by a pump for the internal pressure with
0.2mm film thickness. The ETFE cladding allows more heat penetration than traditional glass, and resulting in a 30%
decrease in energy costs. The flame does not spread when a fire occurs. The tensile strength is very good and the strain is
very large, so it does not tear easily. Eco-friendly ETFE materials have a long service life with 100 % recyclable.

Source: http://www.discoverbeijingtours.com/home/Tools/2012/0922/National-Aquatics-Center.html
Figure 15. Beijing National Swimming Center

Figure 16. Light transmittance of ETFE Film

Figure 17. Insulation properties of ETFE film
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Figure 18. Double-layered and triple-layered cushion

Figure 19. Stress strain relationship of ETFE film

4.2. Cable Structures Inspired by Spider Web
The spider seems able to vary the natural behavior in order to construct an optimal network structure according to the
environmental conditions. The spider web is one of the resulting of complex animal architecture. The construction rule of
spider provides a useful tool to explore behavioral strategies for the construction method of typical web. The spider make
to tighten the first strand, then walk along it and strengthens it with a second thread. This process is repeated until the
thread is strong enough to support the web, and the spider continues to make an overall network.
Natural spider webs have an analogical structure of a radial cable network, even though spider nets have no any rigidity.
The network is applied to the system of cable structures for a large span space and a lightweight roof. The cable truss roof
system has that the upper and lower cables are connected by bracing cables to resist the up and down load of the roof. The
cable roof system is consists of outer compression ring, a center hub post, and continuous radial truss cables. The outer
circular ring acting compression forces is in equilibrium with the tensile forces of inner radial cables. The upper ridge
cables and the lower valley cables with a large prestress are connected to each other by a bracing cable to ensure structural
stability and rigidity. The ridge cables and the valley cables are resiliently prestressed and the curvature in the reverse
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direction cables is maintained the stable shape. In the cable truss systems, various cables have strong mechanical
properties and high tensile strength, enabling the design of large space lightweight roof of 100~300m. The cables have a
very strong tensile forces, but have very flexible and no the bending resistance. The retractable roof system opens and
closes the part of roof to maintain the required optimum environment of the stadium to overcome the outside extreme
climate, and it is possible to play in cold weather and hot weather, and it creates the good environment conditions of a
healthy exercise for athletes. The cable roof system can reduce dramatically the roof self-weight compare to the steel
frame roof.

Figure 20. A radial cable network inspired by spider web

The Munich stadium complex for the 1972 Summer Olympics is a perfect arena of how site and structure can harmony
together. The design of cable roofs for the arena of first membrane structures in the world is to unify the earth. The roof
shape was inspired by Alps mountain. Until now, the system is very famous as ultra-light space structures, and the design
concept and technology are proud of German's architecture.

Source: http://wlrn.org/post/archtitectures-top-prize-awarded-miami-beach-friday
Figure 21. Munich stadium complex

Figure 22. Arena of a retractable cable roof system
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Cable truss roofs mainly use a spoke wheel-like system and a radial roof system to build a lightweight large span roof.
A large span cable truss roof is a system that combines two spoke wheel systems to adjust the slope of the roof by
adjusting the height of the roof post and the outer ring. The outer part of roof is designed a fixed membrane roof, the inner
part of roof have the retractable system that can be opened and closed. In the method of opening and closing of the entire
roof, it is possible to simultaneously open and close the central part and the outside part. In typhoons and heavy snow, it
can be closed or opened to prevent damages to the membrane material and structural members. It is better to close the roof
during typhoon, and it is better to keep the opening state of roof during snowfall. A retractable roof system is important to
consider moving states of retractable roof during opening and closing. Each state changes with load conditions. The safety
level depends on the purpose and importance of the building that it is aiming at.

Figure 23. Plan of NEO-CLIMATE SPACE 500 (Japan)

Figure 24. Comparison of a roof self-weight

Figure 25. Form finding of a membrane roof
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The designer should be aware of the desired safety level
according to the social and economics. The method of
considering the safety in the opening and closing method is
different from the opening and closing state when it moves.
The conditions of roof should be clarified taking into
consideration whether the roof is to be opened, closed or
half-opened. It is normally a good for in a closed state at the
time of storm and strong wind in the retractable roof and
should be closed when the wind speed exceeds the
specified wind speed. Variation of wind speed during roof
opening and closing should be considered. The
folding-type roofs are designed to the membrane in order to
form an appropriate curved surface. The movement method
of the opening and closing part can be planned a retractable
system for horizontal sliding, horizontal folding or
rotational movement. The moveable roof should be
considered to structural design for the lateral shaking
during the movement, and the upward and downward
shaking motion when the roof is running.

Source:
https://www.curbed.com/2014/3/7/10135008/chinas-latest-bizarre-buildi
ng-is-a-giant-ethereal-lotus-flower
Figure 26. Wujin Lotus Conference Center in China

The Qizhong Forest Sports City Arena has eight sliding
steel roofs that resemble the white magnolias of Shanghai,
China. It has a foldable steel roof which is switched by the
control of the indoor environment. The opening design of
the roof signifies the blooming condition of a magnolia. It
takes 8 minutes to fully open or close the roof. The stadium
is designed to cope with the weather by acting like a
blooming of flower that closes and opens its roof. Each of
the eight movable petals moves and rotates at the same
time over one fulcrum and three rails.

Figure 26. Design of various cable structures

Figure 27. Prestress method of fabric surface

4.3. Building Design Inspired by Flower
Lotus flowers are known to be associated with purity,
spiritual awakening, and sincerity for all Buddhist saints.
Lotus leaves and flowers have wax-like surface of each
epidermal cell. As a result, raindrops carry dust particles
and keep the surface clean. The properties of cleaning
surfaces in plant leaves have opened the possibility of
manufacturing various ultra-hydrophobic products, such as
paints, glass, and windows. The large-scale imitative Lotus
Conference center is the government center in the Wujin
district, which resembles the pink lotus flower. The
structure is described by a combination of sculpture, and a
powerful sensuous and feminine biological form. The
building becomes one of the most famous icons in the city.
The design is a striking design inspired by the blooming of
lotus flowers.

Source:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Qizhong_Forest_Sports_City_Arena
Figure 27. Qizhong Forest Sports City Arena

4.4. Curved Structures Inspired by Seashell
Seashells have been successfully playing a role in
protecting inner part for hundreds of millions of years.
Scientists and chemists are trying to replicate the structure
of this material, and can be expected to be used as a
stronger building or a bone substitute. When cracks are
formed, the polymer of seashell has a structure that grows
and strengthens. Natural composite materials are renowned
for their mechanical characteristics of strength and
toughness. The crossed lamellar microarchitecture of the
seashell provides for channel cracking in the outer surface
and uncracked structural features that bridge the crack
surfaces,
thereby
significantly
increasing
the
characteristics of fracture and toughness.
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Figure 28. Seashells

In Valencia, Spain, the marine city around the sea has
been beautifully made using concrete shell structures with
the images of seashells. HP dual curvature was used to
minimize the bending moment and create a shell structure
with a thin curved surface that produces only in-plane
compressive forces. In the 1960-70, it was a method of
making large space structures using mainly concrete. The
geometry of the concrete shell structure was consists of the
intersection of hyperbolic paraboloids.

Figure 29. The marine city around the sea in Valencia

Figure 30. HP dual curvature of Aquarium Oceangrapic

Felix Candela (1910-1997) started experimenting with
the umbrella structures in 1952. The shell geometry was
created by joining four straight edged hyper whose sides
rose upwards. Umbrella structure is a type of inverted
pendulum. Precisely, it is a cantilevered structure. The
basic structural scheme of an umbrella consists of a
foundation, only one column with an embedded pipe to
catch the rain water. Candela used to create dramatic roofs
of large spaces, such as the roof for the Church of the
Miraculous Medal, built in 1955 in Mexico. The church is a
remarkable building. It is somewhat reminiscent of the
Gaudi's forms. The structure is a combination of
super-warped hyper surfaces with a thickness of 4 cm or
less. The Cuernavaca Chapel shell is self-supporting with
the span of 30 m and dramatic curvature. The open end of
the chapel rise to a height of 24 meters and has a visible
thickness of 4 cm that represents the frontiers of the form.
The underwater restaurant and a large oceanographic park
in Spain were the Candela's final projects. The shell is only
6 cm thick that gradually increases up to 22.5 cm at the
intersection of the ribs. The geometry of the concrete shell
structure for the entrance building was consists of the
intersection of three hyperbolic paraboloids.

Figure 31. The concrete shell structures designed by Torroja

Figure 32. The concrete shell structures
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Pier Luigi Nervi (1891-1979), one of the greatest and
inventive structural engineers of the 20th century,
developed new shell structures inspired from Roman and
Renaissance dome architecture applying rib and vault
system to improve strength and eliminate columns for large
space. Nervi began to design concrete shell structures of
several airplane hangars in 1935. Orbetello and Torre del
Lago improved the design by using a lighter roof, precast
ribs, and a modular construction method in 1939. During
the 1940s he developed new shells for reinforced concrete
which helped in the rebuilding of many buildings and
factories throughout Western Europe. Some of his most
important and iconic works were realized in Italy and
Europe: the Exhibition Halls and the Palazzo del Lavoro in
Turin, the stadium in Florence and the Sport Palaces for the
Olympic Games of 1960 in Rome. He combined shell
geometry and prefabrication to innovate construction
methods.

Eduardo Torroja (1899-1961) was characterized by the
use of continuous shell, especially prestressed reinforced
concrete. He said the best structure is the one that is held by
its shape and not by the hidden resistance of its material.
Frank Lloyd Wright said about him Torroja has expressed
the principles of organic construction better than any other
engineer.
The perfect surface can find a soap film in which the
surface tensions are the same in all directions. This forms a
minimal surface and is a good starting point for finding a
surface tensioned structure. Frei Otto was used to stretch
fabric models for a form finding modelling. The inverse
hanging chain models is the form by the self-weight loads
would produce only compression forces. Recently, instead
of a roof system using concrete, steel pipes and cables has
been developed. The self-weight of the new roof systems
reduced dramatically.

Figure 33. Mennhein Gridshell

Figure 34. Snap through behavior of shells

The entire load history for a typical nonlinear analysis may be divided into the step event. An event may have increment
load steps. Step size (load increments or time increments) may be determined automatically or user definition. In each
increment analysis, it is defines parameters for step (or time increment) size, number of steps, equilibrium checks,
tolerances for convergence, iterative procedure and other control parameters. The snap-through and snap-back buckling
phenomena pose some of the most difficult problems in nonlinear structural analysis. The arc length automatic stepping
can be applied to overcome the problems of stiffness singularity and post-buckling. The general goal of arc length
procedure is the control of iteration in the numerical solution of complex nonlinear problems. The main idea of this
method is based on the concept of constraining the length of the incremental displacement. The incremental displacement
length for each iteration is constrained by the length of the previous iteration. Correspondingly, the load is adjusted in
order to satisfy the global equilibrium requirement of the system.
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Figure 35. Creation of mero dome by the assembly of members

A space dome is arranged in an array of single, double, or multiple layers of intersecting members. A single layer space
dome is the form of a braced dome or latticed shell. A space dome is assumed as hinged joints and therefore has no
internal moments. The choice between space frame and space truss is mainly determined by the joint-connection detailing
and the overall geometry is no different for both. However, in engineering practice, there are no absolutely rigid or hinged
joints. A double layer flat surface space frame is usually analyzed as hinged connections, while a single layer curved
surface space frame may be analyzed either as hinged or rigid connections. The space frame will be used to refer to both
space frames and space trusses. In the analysis of structural behavior, it is important to analyze the member buckling, the
node buckling and the stability of entire structure for the snap through or back behavior. The search for new structural
systems has always been the main objective research of architects and engineers. With the industrialization and
development of the modern world, there is a demand for efficient and adaptable spatial structures. Recently space
structures are new forms, owing to their wide diversity and flexibility. A growing interest in space frame structures has
been witnessed worldwide over the last half century. With the advent of new building techniques and construction
materials, space frames frequently provide the right answer and satisfy the requirements for lightness, economy, and
speedy construction.

Figure 36. Bucking and instability of domes

Figure 37. Snap through buckling of a star dome
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4.5. Tensegrity Systems Inspired by Nature
Tensegrity system can find the system of muscles, bones,
the tendon of animal, the molecular structure of spider fiber,
cells in biological material, collagen, DNA, and carbon
nanotube. The elbow, shoulder and foot can be thought of
as a tensegrity joint. A rabbit's legs show the time profile of
the forces in each tension during a walk. The molecular of
spider web is the strongest fiber in nature. Tensegrity
systems are the structures of a special nature and their
industrial use has not yet been fully developed. The
systems are geometrically and mechanically complex.
Researchers are encouraging the designing of tensegrity
systems open up new prospects for new structural systems.
Scientists from various fields of study are beginning to
realize the mechanical forces are just as important as
biochemical signaling in shaping proper cell development,
function, and pathologic processes. The recognition is to
understand the hierarchical organization of biological
organisms. It is defined tensegrity architecture and
biotensegrity.

Figure 40. A rabbit can be thought as biotensegrity system

According to the tensegrity principle, structures are
stabilized by continuous tension with discontinuous
compression. The manmade structures are stabilized by
gravitation compression. Tensegrity would maintain their
shape and equilibriums in absence of gravity. Prestressed
tensegrity structures are formed from the combinations of
discontinues
compression-resistant
members
and
continuous tension members. Geodesic tensegrity
structures are stabilized through force tri-angulation, and
the individual members are capable of alternating between
generating tension under prestress or resisting compression.
Tensegrity structures allows extremely efficient,
lightweight, and strong. A number of key elements of
tensegrity systems are important in applications to
biological organisms, and intrinsically self-stabilized by
prestress and triangulation. The cell is to respond to change
external forces by transmitting the forces throughout the
cell with tensegrity architectural principles. The human
body can represent biotensegrity at the molecular, cellular,
tissue, and organ system. The focal adhesion biotensegrity
model represents the vital link between the extracellular
matrix and the skeletal system.

Figure 38. Tensegrity=tension + integrity

Figure 41. 3-bar tensegrity systems

Figure 39. The elbow and foot can be thought as a class of tensegrity
joint

Figure 42. A tensegrity bridge
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Figure 43. A deployable tensegrity system

Figure 44. Seoul Olympic Gymnasium (the first tensegrity roof system,
1988)

Figure 45. Space solar power structures designed by deployable
tensegrity system

4.6. Examples of Modern Architecture Inspired by
Nature
The vast majority of development in China’s new cities
takes the form of residential housing. It is possible to build
high-density, economically viable housing that is also
architecturally innovative. This development is located on
the coastal city of Beihai, south of China, narrow
oceanfront site. The fundamental geometry of the scheme
was producing an undulating building typology, and
resulting in a form of a hill. The geometry of the
architecture maximizes potential views for the residents;
the continuous platform along the roof becomes the public
spaces. Each opening in the building allows the sea breezes
to pass through and creating ocean views from the interior.
Aiming for a high-density solution and a new landmark for
the city, Fake Hills provides a heightened experience of the
coastline and an opportunity for unhindered interaction
with the city and the vast nature ahead it faces.
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performances, and cultural events centering on the theater
as a landmark of the city. The NTT is provide to the new
vision of creating a theatre for the extraordinary and
awesome arts, embrace the diversity of artistic programs,
including music, dance, opera, drama, music theatre, and
digital performing arts. By hosting an annual arts festival,
providing presentation platforms, developing a network of
local and international artist communities. Designed by
Pritzker winner and UIA 2017 gold medalist, Toyo Ito, the
NTT is supported solely by curved walls with no pillars,
become one of the most awesome theaters in the world that
inspire artists, audience, and all neighborhoods. In Japan,
the experience of the tsunami recognized that humans
cannot overcome nature with technology. Modern
Japanese cities have no traditional houses and are filled
with high-rise apartments and offices. The higher the
building is constructed, the more separated it is from nature.
For nature-friendly architecture, Ito designed a library with
the concept of reading books under the tree. Toyo Ito was
born in Seoul. After graduating from the University of
Tokyo, he worked at Kiyonori Kikutake Architects and
Associates. He established his own office under the name
Urban Robot, in 1971. Ito has completed many notable
projects, including the widely published Sendai
Mediatheque (2000), Tower of Winds in Yokohama (1986),
Tama Art University Library (2007), and Toyo Ito
Museum of Architecture (2011). Toyo Ito's many awards
received for architecture include the Golden Lion for
Lifetime Achievement, at the 2002 Venice Architecture
Biennial, and the Golden Lion for Best Pavilion, for the
Japanese Pavilion at Venice in 2012. He received the Gold
Medal in UIA2017 congress.

Source: http://www.toyo-ito.co.jp/WWW/index/index_en.html
Figure 47. Nature-friendly buildings designed by Toyo Ito

Source: http://www.itsliquid.com/mad-architects.html
Figure 46. Fake Hill designed by MAD architect (China)

Toyo Ito drew inspiration from the formation of rocks,
caves and the transience of water for his design. The theater
takes the cave-like form to create the continuous surface.
The shape was designed by acoustic optimization rooted
the way sound carried through space. NTT has created a
theater for extraordinary and wonderful arts, and has made
the recognition of art in a part of everyday life. It provides
the richness and joyfulness of urban life through festivals,

German architect Wolf Hilbertz, a German-born futurist
architect, designed an artificial island. It is a system that
supplies the electricity by utilizing the sun and wind energy
by minimizing the use of materials by introducing the
natural form by designing the vortex form of the sea.
London City hall was designed as a swirl system inside the
hall. The elliptical design minimizes the energy loss by
reducing 25% the surface area of general buildings. In
addition, the building inclined to the south with a 31 degree
tilt wrapped in glass, minimizing the influx of sunlight in
summer and maximizing the influx of sunlight in winter.
City Hall planned to respond to the necessity for
democracy by drawing the public in with its iconic building
form. The building designed to set the standard for
environmentally conscious systems, City Hall was a
passive and active design to achieve sustainability.
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Source: http://www.rexresearch.com/hilbertzbiorock/hilbertz.html
Figure 48. Eco-friendly building inspired by spiral

The 2022 Qatar stadiums aim to employ cooling technology capable of reducing temperatures within the stadium by up
to 20°C , and the upper roof of the stadiums will be disassembled after the World Cup and donated to countries with less
developed sports infrastructure. All of the five stadium projects launched have been designed by German architect Albert
Speer & Partners. The stadiums were inspired by nature-friendly design concepts.

Source: https://www.theguardian.com/football/gallery/2010/dec/02/world-cup-2022-qatar-stadiums-pictures
Figure 49. Qatar 2022 world cup stadium

The snowflake changes shape according to temperature and is optimized for air condition, humidity, air pressure, etc.
Considering snow crystals, all planar forms are found to have star-like forms with six corners as a symmetrical form of a
regular hexagon. The molecular structure of the snowflake can be considered as a building system. The snowflake results
governed with the least-energy interactions with the environmental consideration of temperature, humidity, wind velocity
and atmospheric pressure under which it is formed. The plan of Palmanova city in Italy was inspired by snowflake.
Palmanova was planned to be a utopia inhabited by merchants, craftsmen, and farmers. The builders imposed geometrical
harmony into its design that the beauty reinforces the wellness of a society.

Figure 50. City plan inspired by snowflake

The Eastgate Center is a shopping center and Zimbabwe architect was designed by Mick Pearce. Designed to be
ventilated and cooled by entirely natural means, it was probably the first building in the world to use a natural cooling
system. Glass office blocks are needed heating in the winter and cooling in the summer. Artificial air-conditioning
systems are high-maintenance, and Zimbabwe has the additional problem that spends foreign exchange reserves. Mick
Pearce proposed an alternative approach. The typical daily temperature swing is 10 to 14°C, and can make a passive
cooling system. The building must be very carefully designed. It is planned that no direct sunlight must fall on the external
walls at all and the north façade [direction of summer sun] window-to-wall area must not exceed 25%. It is required a
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balance between artificial and external light to minimize energy consumption and heat gain. As the wind blows, hot air
from the main chambers is drawn out of the structure, opening or blocking tunnels to control air flow. In 2003 Pearce was
awarded the Prince Claus Award for culture and development.

Source: https://ehp.niehs.nih.gov/pdf-files/2013/Jan/ehp.121-a18_508.pdf
Figure 51. Eastgate Shopping Center

Situated in Hamburg, Bio-Intelligent Algae house is the first algae powered building in the world. Five-story passive
house designed two differently façade types. The sides of the building that face the sun have a outer shell. Microalgae are
produced energy to supply the building. The façade collects energy by absorbing the light that is not used by the algae and
generates heat. The building was Prize winner in the competition 'Land of Ideas' in 2013.

Source: http://www.buildup.eu/en/practices/cases/biq-house-first-algae-powered-building-world
Figure 52. Bio-intelligent Algae house

Recently, natural inspiration buildings are designed with dynamic and complicated structures unlike conventional box
buildings. They are buildings that can produce electricity by using wind and sunlight and are capable of self-sufficiency. It
is an eco-friendly building designed as energy zero building. Recent innovative designs are famous for Cobra Tower,
Diamond Tower, DNA Tower, Crescent Tower and Oxygen eco-tower.

Source: https://www.google.co.kr/
Figure 53. Nature-inspired architecture for innovative building design
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5. Nature-inspired Technology
Nature reveals unlimited adaptations and evolutions for
the creation of organisms and mechanisms. Biomimicry
imitates nature to help solve difficult problems and achieve
innovation by creating wise and sustainable designs in
more diverse fields. Architects can achieve great effects by
merging biomimicry into their research or work process of
building design. Scientists are working on making solar
power using plants' photosynthesis processes, and they
have developed new adhesives by getting ideas about the
adhesion of shellfish such as mussels. The nature inspired
designs and technologies are a way of observing the natural
world to identify new ideas that may enable us to create
mechanisms and processes that are sustainable for natural
ecosystem.

at Stuttgart University was developed Spiderbot. The
research aims to significantly extend the scope of robotic
fabrication for carbon fiber architecture explored in several
building prototypes by the two institutes, and to display
new production processes for filament structures. The
Festo engineers was developed BionicANTs with the
delicate anatomy of the natural ant.

Figure 55. Nature-inspired biotechnology

Figure 54. Nature-inspired biomimicry architecture and technology

The research on biomimetic robot imitating animals
such as lizards, butterflies, cheetahs, elephants and whales
has been actively conducted in many countries around the
world. The bio-inspired robot is a new robot inspired by
real biological systems. The Korea SNU biorobotics lab
has developed biologically soft mechanisms and robots
aimed at developing innovative ways to create movements
without rigid joints and rigid links. Scientists are interested
in a soft, wearable robot that needs a biologically inspired
design to create a way to effectively help move people with
disabilities. Stanford University Lab invented a lizard robot.
It is a lizard robot that can climb a window thanks to a
special suction cup. These suction cups are not usually
adhesives and are made up of mini-particles that can stick
to the material using van der Waals forces. The MIT
Biomimicry Laboratory is developing disaster response
robots by utilizing the inspirations from animals. The
researchers are developing new robotics and leading to
advanced mobile robots that can save lives in dangerous
situations. The embodiment of such innovations are
Stickybot that employs the synthetic adhesive inspired by
geckos, and the MIT Cheetah, designed after the fastest
land animal. The Institute for Computational Design (ICD)

The cooperative behavior of ants has also been
transferred to the world of technology using complex
control algorithms. Japan Softbank was developed a human
recognition robot, Papper. Pepper has the advantage of
being a humanoid robot to better communicate with
humans. Biometrics technology is one of the biggest
growth areas for biomimicry in recent years. Financial,
healthcare, and cell phone become the major industries in
the biometrics market, and fingerprint, iris, and voice
recognition are the most commonly used biometrics.
Humans are the most advanced creatures of the nature. The
humanoid robots will be the most advanced creatures of
humans. Future robots will hopefully be the most ideal
assistants to human beings. Robot, Sopia is likely to feel
absolutely terrifying.

6. Conclusions
Human life is surrounded by nature and cannot be
separated from nature. When planning and constructing for
the new cities, it is important to find how to satisfy our
yearning for harmonious interactions with nature. With the
beginning of man-made environments, an architect has
inspired from nature in order to get new ideas.
(1) The nature inspirations can be new strategies for
achieving new technologies for solving human
problems. Inspiration of nature can be a new strategy
for achieving new technologies to solve human
problems. The environmental pollution of the earth is
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(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

threatening the survival of mankind. It is important
not to go against the principle of sustainable nature
and the cyclic structure. The earth's environment is
destroyed by the numerous materials created by
humans, and numerous creatures are disappearing. It
is very important to produce and use natural materials
that can be regenerated as much as possible.
Nature inspired models are a field of science that
studies nature elements and then imitates or takes
inspirations for innovative things. Nature can be an
ecological standard to judge the rightness of human
life. The principles of nature are more sophisticated
than technologies developed by humans. Nature is
creating technologies that modern science cannot
understand. Humans can create new ideas and
technologies from these natural mysteries.
During 3.8 billion years of changes and evolutions of
nature, nature has learned what is optimal and what is
appropriate. Nature is a laboratory in which life has
evolved the adaptations of its diverse environments.
The organisms of nature are the results that changed a
sustainable equilibrium conditions in their
environments in the Earth.
Visual inspirations of buildings are used to create
designs or engineering systems that share the visual
appearance of nature. Unlike conventional
box-shaped buildings, natural inspiration architecture
is designed with a special natural design concept, so it
gives a more beautiful and friendly feeling. However,
if the shape becomes too free and complex, the design
and construction costs become too high. Many
buildings mimicking the shape of nature are playing a
role of landmark in the area and the formability is
emphasized so that it is uneconomical in terms of
usability and maintenance.
Conceptual inspirations are the use of the knowledge
found in rules, principles, or patterns. Computation
inspirations such as algorithmic bio-mimicry are
searching through nature to find algorithms like
evolutionary technologies such as generative
representations.
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Abstract

Environmental monitoring of mine areas
offers critical information about how they affect both
natural
and
man-made
environment.
The
Ptolemaida-Amyntaio lignite center plays a very important
role in electrical industry of Greece, since it is the main
energy fuel. The spatial growth of the lignite mine causes
land cover change in the wider area. This paper aims to
detect land cover changes in the wider area of the mines, in
northwestern Greece, between two time periods using
Remote Sensing and Geoinformation system (RS and GIS)
methods. For this purpose multispectral images for both
times were acquired, from Landsat data and a supervised
classification was applied. Finally, qualitative and
quantitative results obtained through visual interpretation
and digital change detection study indicate that there has
been a great increase in mine areas, affecting both
agricultural land and man-made environment.

Keywords Digital Change Detection, Land Cover,
Lignite Mines, Multispectral Imagery, Remote Sensing

1. Introduction
The applicability of Remote Sensing methods in
handling environmental issues has been proven and well
established. Integration with Geographic Information
Systems, which are computer tools that allow the
processing of maps, geographically referenced digital
images and tabular information [1], offers a valuable tool in
the wide context of environmental monitoring.
Understanding landscape form, changes and interaction
between human activities and natural phenomena is a
necessary step in rational land management and decision
improvement [2].
Also, science of remote sensing offers the possibility of
environmental monitoring in wide areas in a cost-effective
way and provides important information [3]. There are
quite a number of applications of Remote Sensing methods

in change detection, which in particular include changes in
land cover and land use, changes in vegetation, changes in
wetlands, forest cover, urban changes, crop monitoring, as
well as environmental changes [4].
There are many methods that are implemented and have
been developed through the passage of decades of satellite
remote sensing technique. However, authors agree that
there is not a universal change detection method and it is up
to the final user to choose the most appropriate approach
[5].
This paper presents an effort to detect environmental
changes in the wider area of Public Power Corporation
(DEI) lignite mines using two multispectral images from
the years 1987 and 2016, that are available free of cost and
come from the archive of Landsat satellite missions. The
process was based on the method of land cover change
detection with post - classification comparison. It requires
the comparison of two independently classified imageries
and it has been proven that it is an effective method, due to
the fact that the data from two different acquisition dates
are classified individually and in this way the possible
problems due to the atmospheric differences and those
related to the sensor between the two dates are minimized
[6]. The accuracy of the aforementioned method depends
on the accuracy of the initial classifications [7].
It is pointed out that Corine Land Cover (CLC) change
layers were not used for land cover change detection in
the study area, owing to the fact that CLC is produced by
the majority of countries with visual interpretation of
satellite imageries [8].

2. Study Area
The study area that was chosen for the land cover
change detection is located in the northwest part of
mainland Greece, as it appears in Figure 1 as shown
below and includes a part of the regional unit of Kozani
plus a smaller part of the regional units of Florina and
Imathia.
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Figure 1. Study area in CORINE Land Cover base map (Sources:
Copernicus (2017), Eurostat, modified by the author).

The selection of the study area was based on the intense
environmental interest that it presents. During the
reference time period, extensive mining activity is
observed for producing electrical energy followed by
relocation of settlements that forms an anthropogenic
intervention. This intervention combined with natural
factors changes land cover and creates a dynamic
environment. Therefore, the environmental monitoring of
this area becomes essential.
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The satellite multispectral imageries were downloaded
from https://earthexplorer.usgs.gov, as they became freely
available online, since October 2008.
In this paper, it was considered appropriate to use
collection 1 Surface Reflectance Level-2 products from
Landsat archive. The atmospheric correction aims to
achieve a sharper view of land's surface, as though the
atmosphere was not between the satellite and the ground
[9]. The criteria for the selection of scenes were limited
cloud coverage, high quality and close acquisition dates.
Cloud cover was set below 10%, collection category as
Tier 1 (T1) and data type as L1TP.
Additionally, in order to represent the relief of the study
area, ASTER Global DEM image with 1 arc-second pixel
size (about 30 m at the equator) was used [10].
Geographic coordinates of the southwest corner of the
image are 21° E, 40° N.

3. Materials and Methods
The diagram that is presented below includes the basic
phases of the procedure that implemented so as to detect
the land cover changes in the study area.

Figure 3. Relief map of the study area

Figure 2.
Flowchart with the basic phases of the procedure
implemented for land cover change detection.

Band set used were Blue, Green, Red, Near Infrared
(NIR) Shortwave Infrared (SWIR) 1 and Shortwave
Infrared (SWIR) 2, which are single band raster data with
spatial resolution of 30 m, were used.
Digital processing of the images was implemented in
QGIS 2.18 software and the Semi-Automatic
Classification Plugin (SCP) was used for the supervised
classification of multispectral imageries.
In order to clip Landsat scenes at the boundaries of the
study area, a vector layer was created, while for the
definition of Band set, the spectral bands were chosen and
a unique raster that stack all the bands was created.
Furthermore, a few color composites were created in
order to facilitate the selection of the training areas that
are required in order to train the classifier. In Figure 4,
RGB 3-2-1 composite of Landsat 5 image (1987) and
RGB 4-3-2 composite of Landsat 8 image (2016) are
displayed, depicting the study area with natural colors.
The difference in color composites combinations is due to
the fact that Landsat 8 data include additional bands [11].
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information to a certain extent. It is a fast and efficient
pansharpening method that has been widely used in
remote sensing studies [13]. It can be calculated using a
simple mathematical formula. However, it is quite
appropriate for the better selection of training areas in
Landsat 8 image. The outcome of Pansharpening is a
multispectral image with 15 m spatial resolution.

Figure 4. RGB 3-2-1 composite of Landsat 5 image (1987) (left) and
RGB 4-3-2 composite of Landsat 8 image (2016) (right).

For the classification of multispectral images in this
paper, supervised classification was implemented and
maximum likelihood algorithm was applied.
Supervised classification is the method that is mostly
used for the quantitative analysis of remote sensing
imagery [12].
The purpose of the classification is to determine in each
of the images of the study area the land cover class for the
whole of the pixels. The selection of the land cover
classes was done a priori and are:
1) Water body
2) Forest area
3) Barren land
4) Built-up area
5) Agricultural land
6) Mine area
The selection of training areas for each land cover class
was based on personal knowledge of the study area. A
typical example of land cover class Mine area is presented
in Figure 5 that follows.

Figure 5.
21/8/2017).

Figure 6. Viewpoint of study area showing a part of Amyntaio mine,
before (left) and after (right) the application of pan-sharpening.

4. Results
After the selection of training areas in each image, their
spectral signatures were assessed for possible overlaps.
This is a time-consuming procedure, especially in a wide
study area, having a quite heterogeneous terrain and
diverse relief. Each pixel is classified in the class with the
highest probability [14] and the classified images were
produced.

Viewpoint of DEI lignite mines (acquisition date:

Moreover, in order to facilitate further the selection of
training areas, it was considered useful to apply the
pan-sharpening technique to Landsat 8 image. In
particular, this technique is applied in order to combine
the improved spatial information of the panchromatic
band (PAN band), which is 15 m, with the spectral
information of the multispectral bands. In SCP plugin,
Brovey Transform method is included, that preserves the
spatial information but distorts the multispectral

Figure 7. Landsat 5 classified image of the year 1987 (above) and
Landsat 8 classified image of the year 2016 (below).
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Landsat 5 classified image (1987) and Landsat 8
classified image (2016) based on the land cover classes
that have been mentioned before, are presented in the
form of a land cover thematic map.
Next, it was considered useful to create and
superimpose the elevation contour map of the study area
over the layer of the classified image of the year 2016.
The result can be seen below in Figure 8.
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environmental changes:
1) Increase of the area of the mines that take the place
of crops and a certain amount of settlements.
2) Increase of vegetation in some parts of the study
area.
Digital change detection with the post-classification
comparison method offers the possibility to export
quantitative results for the area of each land cover class.
The results are presented in tables 1 & 2 along with the land
cover change graph of the years 1987 and 2016 for each
class.
Table 1. Quantitative results of Landsat 5 classified image.
Class

Pixels sum

Percentage (%)

Area (km2)

Water body

192

0.02

0.2

Vegetation

146114

15.99

131.5

Barren land

338719

37.06

304.8

Built-up area

23276

2.55

20.9

Agricultural land

355916

38.95

320.3

Mine area

49670

5.44

44.7

Table 2. Quantitative results of Landsat 8 classified image.

Figure 8. Elevation contour map overlayed with the classified image
of the year 2016

The combination of relief information alongside the
classified image helps to form a more complete opinion
about the land covers of the study area. Additionally, it is in
some measure a verification of the quality of the
classification product.
After the classification process is completed, an
evaluation of classification accuracy should be
implemented, in order to ensure the validity of results, their
evaluation and conclusions. The evaluation of accuracy, in
the software that was used, is performed with the
calculation of an error matrix, that compares the
information from the classified image with reference data,
which might come from an autopsy (ground truth data) for
a number of areas [15]. In this paper, classification
accuracy was calculated 88.43% for the classified image of
the year 1987 and 88.90% for the classified image of the
year 2016.
For the land cover change detection in the study area, as
it has been mentioned before, the post-classification
comparison method was chosen, for the years 1987 and
2016. After the production of the final classifications, a
visual interpretation of the land cover maps was carried out
and quantitative results were exported, regarding
classification and land cover changes.
Visual interpretation and comparison of the classified
images, lead to the following observations which are also

Class

Pixels sum

Percentage (%)

Area (km2)

Water body

418

0.05

0.4

Vegetation

195150

21.35

175.6

Barren land

290580

31.80

261.5

Built-up area

35657

3.90

32.1

Agricultural land

268559

29.39

241.7

Mine area

123523

13.52

111.2

Figure 9. Land cover change for each land cover class of the years
1987 and 2016.

The quantitative presentation of results gives
quantitative values to the observations from visual
interpretation. The increase of the area of mines is
estimated at 148.7%, which is a noteworthy change.
Moreover, 117.7% positive change noted in water bodies
and 53.2% in built-up environment, that occupy however a
small percentage of the study area and 33.6% in vegetation.
Negative changes are observed in land cover classes of
barren land and agricultural land with percentages of
-14.2% and -24.5% respectively.
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However, the quantitative data of classified images and
changes between the reference years form a preview of the
changes in the study area. It is equally important to
investigate individual changes per land cover class forming
the overall picture of the changes. Specifically, it is
important to find from which land cover class comes the
additional area that is occupied by mines in 2016. The
post-classification comparison method allows the export of
such information that is from-to changes for each land
cover class.
According to the data of the relevant table, it is noticed
that the area occupied by mines in 2016 comes from
cultivations (54%), mines (21%) and barren land (18%) of
the year 1987. Similarly, the area occupied by built-up
environment comes from built-up areas (40%), barren land
(26%) and cultivations (19%) of the year 1987. The area
occupied by water bodies comes from vegetated areas
(40%), barren land (31%) and water bodies (29%) of the
year 1987. Lastly, the area occupied by vegetation mostly
comes from vegetated areas (59%) and barren land (25%)
of the year 1987.
Furthermore, it was considered useful to verify with an
autopsy and ancillary data the most significant land cover
changes, apart from the increase in mine areas. Specifically,
the creation of an artificial lake in the north-east part of the
study area with the construction of Mesovouno dam, is
related to the substantial positive change in water bodies.
The construction of new roads and artificial surfaces in
mine areas is associated with the positive change in
built-up areas. The vegetated areas that can be noticed
close to lignite mines, come from the reclamation process.
Finally, the Settlements' distance from mine boundaries
was calculated, for each of the years 1987 and 2016, in
order to study the way it has changed. For the purpose of
analyzing the spatial relationship between the weighted
center of settlements and mine boundaries, a 2000 m buffer
zone was created. The settlements that are located inside
this zone were included in this nearest neighbor analysis.
The results are presented in Figure 10.
Considering the results of the analysis, in 78.6% of the
settlements the distance from mine boundaries was
decreased. The most noteworthy negative changes
observed in following settlements: Mavropigi (-77.6%),
Anargyroi (-67.3%), Filotas (-67.3%), Perdikkas (-63.7%),
Spilia (-46.4%), Pontokomi (-43.9%) and Pteleon (-41.5%).

Moreover, the initial site of settlements that were covered
by mines during the reference time period, is presented
with blue tone. Additionally, it is intriguing that the
landslide occurred in lignite mine of Amyntaio (north-west
part of the study area) on 10 June 2017, is located close to
Anargyroi settlement, that its distance from mines was
significantly decreased. Accounting for the above
mentioned factors, it is obvious that the mine extension in
the study area affects the man-made environment.

5. Conclusions
When detecting land cover changes in an area of
interest, the combination of Remote Sensing methods and
Geographic Information System could be a considerable
source of information and forms a powerful tool in
decision making.
This paper describes a characteristic example of
combining Remote Sensing methods with the tools
Geographic Information System provides, as they
integrate in QGIS software.
Regarding the change detection results in the study area,
the changes that are observed through the process of
visual comparison of the final products of classification
involve the increase of the area of mines and vegetation in
some areas.
The quantitative presentation of land cover changes
showed positive increase of 148.7% in land cover class
mine area. Moreover, the detailed presentation of from-to
changes, showed that more than half of the area that is
occupied by mines in 2016 comes from cultivations of
1987 and in smaller percentages by mines and barren land.
Land cover changes in the study area reveal a
dynamically changing landscape, with many and
important environmental changes during the reference
time period. Land cover change detection, mainly as an
outcome of anthropogenic intervention but also natural
process, can offer reliable information about the nature of
the changes and their effect on the greater area,
contributing to monitoring environment's dynamics and
for this reason it should be updated regularly. This type of
information improves land management and being also an
important tool in decision making in strategic level.
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Figure 10. Settlements' distance from mine boundaries in 1987 and 2016 reference years, with Landsat 8 pan-sharpened image (2016) in the
background
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